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communications
(dressed to the

tor.
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$3.00 per year; or If guid strictly Ix AD*
.

REMITTANCES must be made in money or.
ders,

bank

checks,

or

drafts,

if possible.

When

neither of these can be procured, send the money,in a
registered letter.

All

Postmasters

are

obliged to

register letters whenever requested to do so.
The regular charges for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may be de.
ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as largeas possible and thus save expenses.
|
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
received by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
and until payment of all arrearages is made as required by law.
.
:
+ iach subseriber 18 particularly requested to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his sub
scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing

year, without farther

reminder

from this office.

————

1. Any person who takes a newspaper regular]
from the post-ofice—whether directed to hig name oo
anothers, orrwhether he has subscribed or not—is

:

2. Ifa person orders his
paper discontinued, he
must pay oe]
or
the publisher may .continue to send it until pay entis made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken froth the
efise or not.

3.

re
facie evi

.

$

courts have decided that refusingto take
and periodicals from the
post-ofiice, or
and

leaving

them

‘When Agents receive

on

uncalled

for,

of intentional fraud.

are the machines with which

the horses do the farming.

Besides

is prima

premiums, no percentage

sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
4&3 We send no books out to be sold on cominissian, or otherwise, with the privilege -of returning
them.
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aiid sluggish and full of sand-bars is it,—

across towards the east the level prairies of

with

by railroads; below was the river again,
spanned by the celebrated iron bridge of

work

God’s blessing on the stalwart arms

the author of ¢‘ Guy

But after all,

this is only a second

New

with the additions that nature has

helped to make.
farmers,—or at

The most of these thrifty
least their fathers,—came

clivity thepe, and seeming at all points to be
practicing gymnastics for its own amusement. But nobody was disturbed, and the
process of coveted growth seemingly went
on without interruption.
The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy
R. R. is closely connected with the present

from somewhere in sight of the Green or growth,of the city. It brings a great trade
White hills, and exhibit the same energy here, and as it is a direct line-of travel from
and intelligence that are the characteristics Chicago to Omaha and the Pacific coast, it
there. Only they both seem to be a little brings many visitors at all seasons of the
in advance of those among the ealtern year. It has as goodaroad bed as any in

These broad prairies invite expam-

sion in everything.
Kvery human trait
seems disposed to limit itself only as the
natural

vision

is limited,

and that has no

bounds to speak of. The result is, that
everything is done on a large scale. The
whole nature is as generous and every impulse as noble as can be found anywhere
in this great north-west. Of course there
ate a good many log cabins yet, and many

the country, runs excellent trains, insists
on caution, at every point, and is conse-

quently reaping a good share of public
_proval.
Suffering’ extensively from

Chicago fire, it has nevertheless rented an
jce-house on Sixteenth St. for a depof, and
is pushing ahead with ite old vigor. We
propose to push eastward from here on it

next Monday.

is

real,

and

almost everybody

is cordial,

by

the simple

enough

customs

that prevail.—But

on this point.

We shall be in Chi.

cago ina day or two, and may add a few
words concerning the present condition of
the city.

M.

Nov.

3.

+

fire,

have of course witnessed a good

deal

And bear the burdens of the hour

of clearing up, but the whole twenty-five

With cheerfulness and beauty !

hundred acres burned over still present a
desolate array of broken chimneys, black-

_ All honor to the willing arms
That lift the poor and lowly,
And teach ug by their kindliness

'?

ened

and heaps of shattered bricks.

Here are extensive foundations, where lately were granite blocks devoted to business
and used as hotels; not far away are the
marble steps that once led to'elegant
homes; on one side are the broken pillars
and half-standing walls of the finest courthouse in the north-west ; on the other is the
entire shape of the city post-office, the inside as thoroughly removed as if it had
been done by contract ; while all ahout can
still be seén in the evening the blue flames
that occasionally shoot up from the smoldering coal in thousands of private bins.
But hundreds of laborers are as busy as
fifty cents an hour and careful watching can
make them, removing the ruins and preparLingto rebuild the city. Of course every-

" A lesson pure and holy!
And rapturds for the glowing arms
That clasp with loving sweetness
" Ac world of joy and tenderness
In beautiful completeness.

And rest unto the weary arms
That, after pining sadness,
Twine round our dear returning ones,

And thrill again with gladness.
But sorrow for the longing arms
‘Where hopes, like birds, have nested;
God’s pity for the empty arms
:
Where darling ones have rested!
—@eorge Cooper.

Vacation Letters.—No. 4.
/

walls,

Daxvie, Wis, Oct. 31, 1871.

body has read that the safes of most of the

"The hired men are nearly all in the house

to-day, enjoying the rest afforded by a dri%-

prominent

business concerns faithfuly pre-

served their contents.

Up from the ruins

there were shoving storm. And it is a snow-storm too. of the city treasury-vaults
All through the early’ morning, before day- weled the othep, day whole bushels of partialbreik ‘and till after sunrise, there was a ly melted gold, silver, nickel and copper,
sharp coutest between the icy, rattling hail which was sent to Philadelphia to be assort-

and fierce, driving rain. The result was
doubtful for a long time, but finally § compromise

was

effected,

and

great flakes of

snow have been drifting dowgi
thick and
white these four hours, until now the ground
is nearly hidden, and every limb and fence-

* rail is loaded as in mid winter. Such a

ed and counted,

nearly a half million dol-

lars of which has already been credited to
the Chicago treasurer.
These savings help
to resume business, but ‘the citizens have a
better capital than this, even the heroic
pluck and euergy which twenty fires like
this recent one could not destroy. Three

as this "in October is quitea thousand two hundred and fifty buildings
rarity on these’ western prairies, but the are already commenced; the Banks are in
farmers are disposed to take it as a prelude full operation; the destroyed public works
to milder weather rather than as a signal of are being rapidly. restored; water and gas
snow-storm

~~

approaching winter. Great stacks of wheat
are ‘waiting here and there for the threshers;

are already

and

wise;

still

numerous

twenty-apre

retain thein “©

d

corn-fields

flowing

in their old channels;

the currentof business will soon do likeand

so

far .as

trade is concerned,’

bushelsto financial operations in Chicago will proba-

the acre” unhusked, and his early snow is bly be as greit this winter as at any
piling down upon the ‘whole. But nebody before. The part of her population
seems disturbed by it. The Welsh and Ger- ‘was driven away by the great calamity
manand Norwegian farm-hands,—of whom’ such as she could well afford to lose.

e

there are

quite a number

about

here,—

time

that

was

Not

one of her real sons has deserted her in her

They ‘have all either put on

gither in some convenient place in the

trying hour,

and

many cases both,—and by their tireless efforts the prostrate city is being steadily lift-

neighborhood, tell stories,- talk of home their over-alls or advanced
hope’ it will

storm

to-morrow;

the

neighbors make friendly calls, discuss the
price of wheat and predict a return to

capital,—in

ed to her former proud position.
———

plowing in the morning; the young folks
crack butternuts, and the housewives are

BurLINGTON,

Iowa,

Nov.

4.

busy with domestic duties,—by* the way,” ‘Here is Burlington, a city of ‘seventeen
the ‘women are the only class who derive ‘thousand inhabitants, trying to spread itno satisfaction from these all-day storms,— self over a thousand acre lot on a bluff of
but the thought of getting out the sleds or
making any other arrangenients for winter
seems to enter nobody's mind. &f Verily,

such a blustering, pretentious storm was

“hardly ever received with so much indiffer. ence a8 this,

'

Eastern eyes are apt to open pretty wide-

the Mississippi river.

busy and

In-so doing it is as-

bustling as a Yorkshire

English-

man, and keeps its streets full of all sorts
of vehicles while the river is covered with
all sorts of crafts. Its buildings are ir no
respect remarkable, except: thatythey are.

plain and substantial, and its business men:
ly ‘while looking at ‘thése western farms. closely resemble the sharp practitioners of
It has its
country,
They are nearly as large as whole towns in “this shrewd westerny

~

say, to Mrs. Ross

Church, or

Labor and Capital.
Wendell Phillips, whose power to make
a strong statement and employ forcible illustrations is such that any man might well
covet it, thus presents the subject of Labor

and Capital :

'

The man who with his hands digs clams
out of the sea shore,or climbing a tree gathers apples, or one who fashions a hoe out of
entitled to what he gets or makes.
;
| The man who makes such a hoe one day,
and, working with it the next day, digs
twice as many clams as when he used his
hands alone, is capitalist and laborer united.
He works with a tool, which

is capital, the

result of past labor. He, too, is an honest
laborer, and entitled to ail he gets.

The man who works a week

and makes

ten such hoes—then joins nine’ less
men with himself, and

they, the

skilled

ten, share

fairly the product of his hoes and their toil,
introduces co-operation and a just civilization—a system which seems to hold within itself every possible safeguard against
misuse, and to be full of the seeds of all
good results.
The man who, haying made such a. hoe,

lets it to another mans less skilled, to dig
clams, receiving an

equivalent

for

its use,

is a capitalist. Such a system has no inherent, essential injustice in it; and, if it can
be properly arranged and guarded, serves
civilization.
The difficulty is to guard
it from degenerating into despotism and

order by

and compel him to work.
The man who sits in Wall Street and, by
means of bank credijt,buys up all this year's
clams to raise the price—who, taking fifty

Rev. G. T. Day, Chairman

mittee on Publications,

.,

prayer

was

(Signed) *

:
“ch

of the

Com-

presented this

ical pleasure or satisfaction, a

novel of the

read the whole of Scott, the whole of Thackeray, the whole of Dickens, the whole of
Thomas, the

whole
Miss

of Mrs. Ross Church, the whole of
radden; the whole of Lawrence; and,

into

the bargain,

some

four or five hun-

dred ®ther novels by less. famous hands.
When the disease is thus confirmed, the
dropsical habit of mind becomes apparent.
The conversation of the patient becomes
flabby gnd limp. Her interest in all ordina-~
ry subjeets—except, perhaps,
the latest
fashions, or thé more scandalous portions, of
evidence in the .Tichbourne case, or the

marriage of the Princess Beatrice—flickers
feebly in the socket, and finally dies out.
The last stage—that of absolute imbecility

—is now, unless ' very powerful

remedies

are exhibited, a mere matter of time.
It is too’ clear, unfortunately, why

that so many women thus waste

and rot their minds.

it is

their time

They read novels, ex-

actly as some young men

smoke, and drink

bitter beer, for sheer want of something to
do. What a woman needs isan education
which shall enable her to read andfollow
the parliamentary debates instead of the
police and.divorce
reports; and, when
wom
thus educated, then feeblé nov-

els and feeble novelists will vex our souls
no longer to the horrible extent to which
they irritate us at present.

Of such

an ed-

ucation we may say that itis not to be got
in books, unless,

indeed, books

sound; healthy common

some

interest

in

sense,

common

subjects.

men can giveitby making

locks up gold, on arranges a corner, to depress its stock—then buys up every share—
makes ten more hanks and floods the land
with paper, and sells out—retiring after a

connected with the various bratiches of the -

Baptist family.
as the organ of their
convictions and purposes,”—in its advocacy
of Open Communion, and in its “endeavors
to promote acquaintance and true fellowship
among all Baptists holding to the essential
points in our faith and
pokty,—is avowedly
Homing at objects which we haye long cherished, and which are still dear to us all.
2. That,in asking the co-operation

week of such labor with a fortune, he is a

Buf

sre, to

tell

their own

story

are concerned in its management,
will clear-

and

thief, -Soch thieves "df the past we have
had
to leave undisturbed, Our plan is to

make such

thieves impossible

ture.

]

Establishment,
they are laid underno special

mentions, as a notable characteristic of the

The Novel Reading
| - The London Examiner

8’ standing ; feuds between

members of the same church, and members
of thetwo churches, were exposed,bewailed
‘Yea, what clearing of yourIt was called ‘house-

cleaning’ here, and there was much’ to be
done, and much was done.

:

in tite fu~ | Such house-cleaning as this would be
profitable in many other churches, communities, and neighborhoods.

Disease.

thus plainly talks

on a subject that interests matd thoughtful

But it is sdid by

of fluid, almost always

of an unwholesome

water,or some other such abominable mess,

is taken by the gallon, and the unnatural
craving is stimulated by indulgence.

« Grescit indulgens sibi dirus hydraps

one

signed by four mem-

bess, and the other bf three,

Wien

these

two reports had been read, and a few words
of explanation made, a motion was made
HE
2
Bh

iy the non
agi

|

report be Subssitited for

An

wii bad 1eft the chair
:
for! thay purpose, then moved that both the
majority and minority reports be laid upon
the table. The motion prevailed. He then
;

move hiss Hie

vou

sdoptieg

considered,

and

expressed,

$e

resolu?

Siar be rethe

Hope

hat

obligation
to exhibit their account of Profit | the Conference would support his motion
and Loss. Their special work in the pub- without debate or asking for explanations.

lishing department is described 1 their Re- This too was carried, and the vote was
considered. He then moved that these
rt.
P Whetlier the effortto establish and main- olutions relatingto the Star be also
upon the table. The motion prevailed,
tain two or mpre papers, whose support
:
:

rereslaid °
and

must,be drawn chiefly from the members

these resolutions were laid on the table.—

and adherents of the denomination, is indic- |.

Rev. R. Dunn

ative of a wholesome. enterprise,

and serves

+

then:

moved

that

.

the

vote

Gi,

adopting the first: resolution relating

an

jo the

us in the best way, is a point upon which Christian Freeman be reconsidered. (arit is perhaps prematureto pronounce, Time. ri
He then moved that this resolution
and results will determine.
be also laid upon the table. This motion
We recommend the passage of the follow | P rovailed,

ing Resolutions :

the table.

ay

(Whereas, The Morning Star is the accred-

and

we yasolution

Naslaid on

So that the portions of ‘the Re-

port included

in parenthesis

some housewives that, instead of having an

ited organ of the. denomination, and all the had ones beer unanimously

keep things clean and right every day, and
so avoid the necessity for these wholesale

therefore,

(

i

.), which
a

adopted, b/ge

occasional or periodical house-cleanihg and Profits arising from its publication are sa- afterwards reconsidered and laid
setting things to rights, it is a better way to] orally devoted to denominational ‘purposes, | table ;and the portions included I¥¥ brackets

persons who are anxious for health in mind raids on dirt and disorder.
:
and morals:
?
Thé best time to clean up grudges is now,
Physicians are familiar with a complaint right on the spot. As.soon as you seg.you
which, although sufficiently specific; has have done wrong, right it; as soon as you
yet no name of its own.
The patient suf- see a wrong in another, reprove it. If you
fers from an alarming and morbid thirst
have a difficulty, a complaint, or a grievand consumes a perfectly fabulous amoun’ ance, settle it at once—*¢ let not the sun go
nature. Tea in a highly dilute shape, eau
sucre, raspberry vinegar and water, soda-

presented, —the

aggount of a have received no funds from the Printing tions relating to the Mowing

different sécts united in acts of worship,

selves,’says the apostle.

of F.

Baptists in the support of
this pager, it is
confidently expected that our brethren who -

the women of bid an embarrassment to thers: bat the was divided, and two different reports were

- A writer, while givingan

and banished.

REPORT.)

i ers n,n hater Povo, Poi di sus, wil sen he Commie

whole-

religious awakening in a western state, when

Feuds of s

R. DUNN, |
Ge Ws HOWE,

eM,
ag sucha
as proved tO Many | have reference to the Baptist Union, and
others. By an erie, this Board failed! which are enclosed in brackets [ ]. On

can give
and

*

ly and constantly define its basis and purmake theirgwn impressjon,—except as those poses, —that they will faithfully and coninterested may
wish
to refer to them in the sistently maintain F'. Baptist usages, —that
they will avoid all measures and affiliatiogs
discussions which may arise, and the ex- which threaten to subvert or compromi
planations that they déem called for. We our denominational order,—and that they
recommend that these reports be printed in will so steadily and firmly adhere to the
F. Baptist faith and polity, that their
the Minutes’ of Conference.
k
work shall tend to prevent honest and inWe rejoice in the prosperity of the Print- telligent’
anxieties, and render reasonable
ing Establishment, and are especially grate- distrust and fear among ourbrethren ground- .
fu) that, in spite of the heavy drafts made less.
(Signed)
G. T. Day,
[ D. STEWART,
upon its funds during the last three years, "
E. A. STOCKMAN.]
it is still able to show such an encouraging
That we«apgrove the work of supply
balance sheet,give so good evidence of care- ing for the use of*our people and the pubful management, and afford such promise lic a wholesome religious literature; that
for the future. The full, clear and ; explicit we regard the more than forty volumes: of
statement of its condition meets our hearty books for the young already issued as amon
the best works of their class for the use
appreciation and our warm approval.
of Sunday schools and families; that we
The Western Board of Corporators give anticipate the issue of other works of a still
us a’ brief and not very complete report. higher class with great satisfaction, and
Their financial experience is only hinted at, urge out brethren, in all parts of thede{ and they tell of their latest transactions in nomination, to aid in the circulation and
such general terms as suggest painful mem- sale of these publications as widely as pracories that they would rather not recall, and ticable.
That, in consequence of the growing
a peculiar story which they find not much demand in our schools for Sabbath school
satisfaction in telling. It is not hard to papers, we recommend to the Printing Esfind apologies for their hesitating utteran- tablishment the propriety of making the
‘ces, ahd we pick no quarrel with their brev- Myrtle a weekly instead of a semi-monthly, or of publishing a new semi-monthly
ity.
to alternate with it.
2
We have learned, however,that the whole
That the Life of Wm, Burr, by Rev. J. |
sum of $12,000, conditionally appropriated M. Brewster, being a faithful portraiture by Conference three years since, besides "of that deceased benefactor and representasome other money obtained from other tive man, should receive a large circulation
sources, was entirely expended in the effort among us; and therefore this Conference
recommend the Printing Establishment to
to maintain the Christian Freeman, within consider the propriety of issuing another
about two years from the time the appro- edition of this work.
That we recommend the Printing Espriation was, made ; and at that time it ‘was
preparranged to$urn over to the Baptist Union tablishmént to take measures for the
aration and issue of tracts defining and vina list,—including the number sent free,— dicating the doctrines and polity of the deof about 8,700 subscribers, and more than nomination.
In behalf of the Com.,
assets enough to pay the debts.
These
G. T. Day, Chairman.
brethren tried earnestly, and hoped braveThe report was taken up and acted uply, and kept pluck and purpose to the ond; | on, item by item, and the several portions
but the task, made peculiarly heavy by a adopted unanimously and without debate,
series of disasters,
th
ba
task bkproved tooa hard for
‘OF | until the resolutions were reached which
as they

feeblest possible type being read as religiously from cover to cover, and yielding apparently as mich’ enjpyment as if it were a’
second *‘ Romola,”
It is no uncommon
thing fora young -lady,-in whom the complaint has assumed a chronic form, to have

Len

lished in New York by ¢“ several gentlemen

The Committee on Publications réspectfully
submit the following Report :
soon, however, the taste becomes deadened
We have examined with some care the
and blunted, and all powdr of distinction
and appreciation is lost. In this stage the reports of the several Boards of Corporaunhappy patient can no more go without tors referred to us, and though there are
her novel than can a confirmed dipsomaniac a few discrepancies in the statements which
without his dram. The smaller eirculating they contain, these may all be referred to
libraries, which lend out very second-hand the honest differences of impression and
opinion which result from the diverse charnovelgindeedat a penny a volume, are put
‘acteristics and varying stand-points of those
unde? contribution, and any amount of
garbage is swallowed wholesale.
Quality whose views they express. We leave them

of reading becomes - more or less mechanical, and seems to afford a species of mechan-

ip

O. D. PATCH;

Resolved,1. That the Baptist Union,—pub-

port :—

is helds absolutely of no, importance, and
quantity is everything. * The very process

G. H. BALL,

(MINORITY

Re-

Very

thousand honestly earned dollars, makes a revival, ‘‘ the burial of hatchets.” Every“Clam Digging Company”—bribes news- body was amazed at the number. The
papers to lie about it—creates ten banks and process of interment occupied two days.

gro

““A[

bir

it Resolved, 1, That, we Spy

Cuhiad

brethren, and urge them to labor to extend:
its circulation.
4
2. That experience has fully
proved that
the price at which the Star is furnished to
subscribers is as low as

is consistent

with

the maintenance of its present literary eharacter,
apd its security from financial disas.
ter an@iprobable failure,

not been

1, which had

also laid on the table.
tions of the report

delay or objection.

were

adopted;

The remaining por-

were adopted without

At thé close of the ac-

tion touching the regolutions relating to
the papers,Rev. O. B. Cheney was requested

to offer praygr,and Deacon V. Elliott wished the Conference might unite in singing,—
¢ Praise God from whom all blessings flow.”

- Th we_recognized in
Free
a denominational
to life to meet real-and vital
and having washing-day come only twice a West,
and maintained during

down upon your wrath,” This piling up old
grudges, as the Germans do dirty linen,
year, is 'véry poor policy for the

children of

the Most High. “3 you have done thus in

time past, commencd and have a ‘‘ housecleaning” in earnest forthwith, and from

Nee sitim pellit,”

|

0

SEAT

and

their family their companions; and that pra cticul difSoultv-was mastered br aL oi
they should neglect to give it, shows after
rangement entered into between Ro and
pe
a
.
all, how inveterately deep-seated is the exfraud.
f
traordinary notion that the intellectual dif- hs Ponty Establishment, which we think
wise and timely.
The man who, getting possession of a
ference betweenmen and women is one of
The Central Board, as now incorporated,
thousand such hoes, sits, with idle hands,
kind and not of degree.
and no mental effort but selfish cunning,|
lacks the same provision in its charter, qwand arranges a cunning network of laws and
ing, it is said, to the objections which arise
A Religious House-cleaning.
corporatians, banks and “currency, interest
from the .character of the statutes of the
state of New York
relati
.
and “‘corners,” to get seven out of every
to skeh corpora
Orne of our exchanges comes to us with tions. Their reportTelsting
ten'clams that are dug, is a_ drone. We
is fuller,
mean by an honest system to starve him out the following article, which we copy :
exhibit their wal i
Thy GT

growth,

.

Moderator,

PUBLICATIONS.

this time let no accumulated grievances,
grudges and wrongs, part you from the felis
exercise
New England, while single wheat and corn- fair proportion of chu¥ehes; good schools, Wholesome food is refused ; nb sinks
lowship
of the saints, or hide the smiles of
a
into
finally
patient
fields axe frequently
as: large as the entire a lot of beer saloons and any quantity of taken ; and the
the
Saviour,
or, grieve that sacred Spirit
farms of those Who considér themselves de- pigs in the streets. But it is making com- flabby and sickly condition, which nothing whose. fruits are love, joy, peace, long-sufwill
cent agriculturists
there,
This farmerwith mendable progress in filling out its limits, but severe and determined treatment
The dropsical habit of body fering, gentleness, goodness, faith.
whom we are now enjo, ing the snow-storm and thinks it will soma day be a city of ghake off.
ha .| finds its exact analogue in the’ species of
counts his acres by the hundred. Two many more thousands than it is now.
There ought to be an aristocracy—not
thousand bushels of corn ave already in’ his
mental dropsy which is produced by over- one built upon’ the accidents of wealthor
the
which
on
The view from the bluff
This.
barns, ‘while “his granary contains wheat city is mainly built is beautiful indeed. We indulgence in. three-volumed novels. evils
celebrated ancestry, but an aristocracy of
worst
the
of
one
is
t
complain
terrible
enough ‘to feed a regiment—a little while. gat up there an hour this morning viding
industry, and of large-hearted deeds.
”
brought
had,
ion
civilizat
modern
This summer's élipping of wool has yielded
the ‘prospect and wondering why Burling- which
invery
gradual,
is
progress
§
f
I
it.
him eight hundred dollars of clea money
perched itself en such x giddy hight. If with
The whole gospel tendency is to bring toand often almost imperceptible.
and every one of his threo hundréd sheep ton
it, doesn’t some day slip off into -the river, sidious,
‘gether
what are called the higher and lowsufferthe
that
is
now carries as good a fleece as any one of
first all thatis noticed
and disappoint its own hopes of further At
er classes,
i
/
at
novel
a
over
bent
found
be
to
"those that Polyphemus kept in his cave,
apt
it may think itself well off. But er is

Tek
NS

the

offered by Rev. J. Runnells of N. H.

‘Ouida ” to

Livingstone.”

Trollope, the whole of Annie

of the frame houses make no pretensions’to
auty, while acres of oak-openings remain here and there uncut; but hospitality

apthe

the union, harmony and increased prospertion Society, the Conference was called to ity of our people.
)

writer is

which were constantly passing the various
river crafts; while Behind us was the city,
climbing a bluff here, pitching down a de-

Chicago still looks like a ruined city.
The four weeks that have elapsed since the

That hold their labor duty,

one

well for their whole stock.
Now, the most
of those same
farmers on coming from

Cuicaeo,

Arms.

crimination is exercised, and

perhaps preferred to another—Mr. “Trollope

hard wood, is a pure, simple laborer, and is

Empty

of our brotherhood, we expect that it will
clearly state and faithfully defend the prinoy
—
:
ciples and order which distinguish us as a
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 11..—AFTERNOON.,
denomination, and so’ manage
its columns
in . securing
At the close of the meeting of the Educa- and :donduct its affairs as to

case; of some two hundred and fifty or
three hundred a year.
At first some dis-

the C, B: & Q. Railway, over which were
moving heavily loaded trains and under

England

46

General Conference.

worst stages novels are got through atthe
rate of three or four, or even five a week,
or at an average, in a severe and ~ chronic

weary with the forenoon’s labor, and were
obliged to pump water from a hundred feet
their work have only to gear the pumphandle to their wind-mills, and while they
read the papers«@$r~take their dinners the
stock is. watered and nobody is tired.

yi N umber

——

tireless arms whenever needed. Once these
‘farmers would come in with their teams,

and the charms of social life are hightened

The

on

Illinois stretched away in the hazy distance,
dotted by farm buildings and intersected

all through the prairie country are wind-

hills,

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
responsible for the payment.

&e.,

mills,—~Wheeler’s patent,—that

Publisher,

All
morsy, &c., should be sent.
designed for publication should be

mn

Nine horses take the place of oxen, and a the morning was lovely, and the. prospect unnatural hours—as, say, in thé early mornten-horse power thresher, a reaper, a mow- was quite. enchanting. * At our feet lay the. ing, or in the middle ofa beautiful Sumer, .rakes, a corn-planter,—dropping and great Father of waters,—which by the way mer's afternoon, Soon, however, the discovering all at once,—a hoe, a hay-pitcher, we can’t help regarding as a sham, so lazy ease becomes more pronounced, and in its
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the Christian|
ft
paper called jn-|
The prayer was offered, the doxology
wants in the | sung) and the Conference adjourned.
its life through
| EXPLANATIONS.
much earnest labor and sacrifice; and
Partly while the report was formally bethough there may be serious doubts whether the final disposition of its interests was fore the-Conference, but chiefly after it had
“calculated to serve the highest and best ends, been disposed of, Revs. G. T. Day and G.
yet we SYipathize with our brethren in the

H. Ball, by permission, severally made some

loss which they suffered when financial in- explanatory statements touching the twe reability compelled its discontinuance, but

trust that their failure may not prove a per- ‘ports concerning the Baptist Union, The’
Chairman thought these explanations might
.
ness.) |.
be really due to all the parties concerned.
Whereas, The Western Board of Corpora- "Rev. G. T. Day said,in substance,that the
tors evidently intended to comply fully with
the conditions specified by the last Gen- Committee desired and expecjed to agree
eral Conference, upon which the twelve in making the report, and regretted the apthousand dollars were to be paid, therefore, parent necessity of dividing upon any point.
Resolved, That we. advise the Printing But the minority of the Comimitteé did not

Juste source of discouragement and weak-

Establishment to surrender the obligations

feel at liberty to withhold the report that

which they now hold for the last seven thou- they had brought in. That report had been,
sand dollars.

(MAJORITY REPORT.)
[ Resolved, Tht, in commending the Bap-

'tist Union to the confidence and patronage

Co

in substance, presented to the Committees

after much inquiry and consultation,
' (Continued on fourth page.)
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The call to visit Some new houses was too

| urgent to be disregarded.

Day after day

ol

4

.

—

4

Lb]

This is true. And zenanas are amongst the
best places for missionary women to labor

for the enlighteninent of their Hindu sisters.
weeks

On wy late visit of nearly
to Balasore, I went almost

three
daily

SEW
|

cp

expelled, and you are exhausted from

the

come to sister S., but

labors you were * stimulated” to perform.
So it isin the system. Alcohol goes through

knew the family, said; * There must be
séme mistake ; you will never be admitted

every part rising in its power to drive out
the *¢ intruder.” .You have a hard day's

the invitation

had

some of the best friends of the cause who

Something Better than Nothing.

there. They
posers
of
though, and
The woman

have been the greatest opfemale education.” We went
received a hearty welcome:
ofthe house was beautiful and

very intelligent. “She said, ‘formérly, none

mentions as *“ a path that no fool knoweth ;"
“in the way of life, which is above
wise,” such walked.

wark to perform, and

feel

unequal

but,

. .

foe,~the intruder you have just let in,—
and the other to do the work. You have a
heavy load on your horse, and he is getting
tired, and you-add & few hundred pounds
to help him along. You are sick ‘with a
fever; the'system is laboring with might |

She also showed uga Christian

-hymn which she could repeat, every word
of which was prayer.
The chorus was,—

the most
and to do

bad

character

learned

respectable babus learn to read
needle-work.

Girls,

too, of the

best families, go to school and learn to read.

“OQ Lord, hear my prayer.”
She has This is all .very - good. T greatly desire to
taught her little step-daughter to read; and learn, and to have my .daughter and the
is now knitting stockings for her husband. wives of Ny sons taught. Do come to-mor(He has an English education, and seems to row and give us ‘out first lesson.”
wish English comforts.) This woman says | When we arrived, they were all lying
she must mind what she icarns. = She ap- { down. On being asked if they were ill,
pearedecalm and peaceful. God grant that | 4 answer was, “No, we had eaten and

and main to throw off the disease; and to
help nature get rid of one oe yyon introduce
another, in the shape of brandy,

ale,

beer,

porter or wine, and double its task. Does
that look reasonable? IR some desperate
cases it may be given just for the time to
bridge over a crisis, when nothing seems |
to rally the sinking powers. This is such a.
deadly foe that it may arouse the system to

i
He stopped his ears and an;
And shouted as he journeyed,

‘Deliverance will come.’ ”

They studied that they might learn
nanas. - The woman of one house gave us a wicked songs to allure men to their houses.
. ‘ gorrect account of the creation as recorded by singing.
But now
I hear the wives of

of

wicked opposed,

“Still he kept pressing onward ;

to tho

task, and take some alcoholic preparation
to stimulate and warm you tp, and give
strength for the work. What is the result?
You have to divide your forces, and send

one division of the army to drive out the |.

women

The

to the

the system, doing damage wherever it goes ; the world presented its flattering charms,

to

but

with sister S. to visit her pupils in" the ze- read.
by Moses.

15, 1871.

Rm

A

One Thing

Left,

a
Let envious men
My life and deeds defame,

‘

And leave me nought but woe,
"And burning shame.
i

Take fromme all,

Departy ent. |

gonea
instead of coming to the SundayThe classes were thin, but this one

teacher had not a vacant place. “ With
such a teacher,” said the superintendent, *T

So that thé world shall say,
There’s nothing left.

could take the world,” And yet that teacher was not an educatéd man. He appearegl

of

No inward thought complains,
If it can yet be said,
One thing remains,
Yes, all is well,
If by the powers above,
My life and heart are tilled
With holy tove.

———-——

lectures, and devotional meetings

winter a harvest-time for souls Be

make the
ie

Be assured, if you close your school at
this time, ‘you are sowing thorns and planting thistles to distress you by their summer
- growth. You are leaving
'
"The Key.
“precious
‘exposed to danger and LE eath ; and fous
rat
you
| are working ogg
FOR SABBATH-SCHOOL TEACHERS,
into the hand of “the
great adversazy * w 0 goes about
seo
_ Not long ago, in a little mission Sundaywhom he may destroy” in winter just as
school in a country village, we noticed
as in summer,
=~ .
teacher who managed to interest his class busily
/This closing of schools for the winter is
wonderfully.
It was a beautiful sprin
not of God. It is the devil's device. Shall
day; the birds were singing fit to
i God's children
with satan in pulling
their throats on the trees outside, and it down their Lord’swork
kingdom? was not wonderful that many of the boys
One. word more.
If you have closed
of the factory village had Sout the shady your school,
and feel that you did wrong,
trees, or, like recreant Peter, had
school.

.

—

S$. 8S

‘| fishing

Of goods and home bereft,

*Tis nought to me,

AR

the plainest of the plain

farmers, with no

grace of manner or speech, and

with

very

ittle theological . knowledge, except what
he was able to: get from the pages of the
Teacher,

which

he

held in-lLjs hand.

But

or if you are only doubtful about it, gather
the scattered members, and reopen at once.
—~8. 8. Workman.
.
——

W

- To MAKE THE INFANT Schoo A Suc.
cess, To make your infant schoola success, have at its head, if
loving-hearted, apt to Fok

in the Sougregation.

(We

ible, a
Lik
gn ot Indy

have our pas-

tor's wife.)
Let her hyve associated with
her half-a-dozen or or} hel
aps,
mbers of your young ladies! Bible
class,

eyery boy listened, and every” vord reached
| gorie to bed; we had nothing else to -do.”
its mark. He had what all the Sundaymothers who will bring their
In one { At another new house
school institutes, and all the proposed Sun- to the school and remain duringlittle ones
ean neither give nor stake away.
we found nearly
the sés;
Rb
3
a
nhle
.
day-school
colleges,
could
not
give
him.
house we found the women in great trouble, twenty women and girls all eager to learn.
action when nothing else will. And when
sion, “These cof aid in visiting as well as
.
Xe,
He had the key that unlocked the heart. °
Kughthr Ee
who had been some- They said, *. Teachus to read first, we will once aroused it may get rid of the most
teaching.
3
es
A journalist connected editorially with
The seats should be arranged in the form
time insane, haX recently ended her life by learn to sew afterwards.” They wanted a .deadly foe,—its alcohol,—and then of the
one of the.daily papers wai riding up of an gouphitheater, and the
children dividtaking opium.
The mourning friends lis- teacher every day al! to themselves. - Sure- other, You may be sinking down in the
One Plage Ours .
Broadway in an omnibus, or as the New ed joe
assed of from six to ten pupils
tened attentively to the truths of *¢ life and ly there is work enough thers. for one teach- cold, overcome by drowsiness and fatigue ;
York
people
will
say,
*
in
a
stage.”
OppoBY MRS. E. F. P.
each,
re
4 ——
immortality brought to light through the er, but who isto pay her? Ob, if I could avhen the glittering eyes and ominous teeth
site “him sat a lady with a baby, while by
Open your school with a brief prayer,
The fireside is a seminary of infinite im- her side was a boy crying, He would not and singing ‘some familiar hymn,
gospel ;” but, alas for them! they are so only muke you see all I saw and hear of the deadly serpent“way arouse you to
en
But our friend, the journal- let thegssistant teachers seat themselves by
wedded to their idols that hitherto they all I heard, you would certainly covet the activity and save your life.
portance. It is important because it is uni- be comforted,
ist, lifted him upon his knee, and began to ‘the elasses, and occupy from ten to fifleen
have not desired to learn of Christ, but privilege of doing something to help put
What shall we say then of the constant4Versal, and “because the educatien it be- tell him of his own little boy, and to rethey can see that the Hindu religion gives the cup ofknowledge to the lips of thousands habit of taking these deadly poisons into a stows, being woven in with the woof of life peat to him the stories that he had often minutes in hearing ** Texts and hymns®
committed to memory by the scholar at
them ng comfort in trouble.
At one house, of thirsty souls. ‘From Bhuddruck, forty healthy systém, and thus exhaust a large in childhood, gives form and color to the told at home.
The smile came back, and home,
.
.
in additionto the five women known to be miles south of Balasore, the request: comes portion of the vital energies to drive them whole texture of life, There are many then the laugh, until the frowning passenFollow this exercise with singing and the
«gers
caught
the
infection,
and
al
fo
hed
learners, we were surprised to find a widtaking ap of the collection.
:
who are daily receiving advantages for a
time after time,—‘ Send us an instructress out? - And this too, when they always
with the prattling child.” With pardonaThen comes the Superintendent's gengral
ow who was reading a work by Milton, for,our wives and daughters.” Who “will |. leave their injurious effects behind, and, if thorough education. There are few who ble curiosity the mother said, * Charlie,
lesson, to last twenty minutes, This should
which had been translated into Bengali.
come to take charge of zenana work- and persisted in, will resylt in premature glis- receive the highest honors of a college, but ask the gentleman what youshall call him.” be a graphic, earnest presentation of some
When asked how she came to be so much
“Uncle
George,”
shid
the
journalist
and
;
all
are
graduates
of
the
hearth.
,
important Scipeife truth, given
t
A.D.
girls’ schools in Bhuddruck? Many centu- ease and death?
inadvanceOf all the rest, she said,—‘* The
The learning of the university may dimly when he got out of the omnibus in the book, and with er’ without piet
or
ries the doors
have’ been barred against
crowded street, a merry little face looked blackboard illustrations, as the
master taught me.” * Yes, but the masy
fade from recollection.
Its classic wealth
moral ight and useful knowledge, and now
out after him and a merry voice called out
a
i
Early Sketehes.—No. 24.
tér
has been at home only a few weeks dur- that they are open, shall we refuse to en‘may molder in the halls of memory, but the lustily, * Good-bye, Uncle George ™ That demand.
i
ookwhi
* And now as to th course of instr
Rn.
ing the whole year, ang how could he teach
BY JOSEPH FULLONTON.
simple lesson of homie, the influence of loved editor had the key.
;
ter? What are the luxuries of life when
In our infant
sch
weave
It
is
said
that
a
school
master,
after
day
a
you so much?”
¢ Oh, I remember all he
ones sheltered there - enameled upon the
eat success and acce
** Hours ‘with
compared with these souls for whom Christ
For two months, ending Dec. 8, 1801,
of picnicking with his children, found them,
tells me, and then I go on and read by mye Yousgest, b
H. Gill, ss the
died? Jesus leff heaven,
with all itsjoys,and there are no very remarkable events record- heart, defies the rust of time and outlives one and all, so tired that they could not snperintendent's
self.”. While talking more with her we
manual, and its accompacame to this sinful “earth to seek and save ed in Randall's Journal. A few extracts the more mature but less vivid picture of make their way homeward. They sat], g Caco) lit le
book. ‘Texts and
sould not bus hope that the great Master of
after
years.
The
impressions
most
indelidown
or
fell
down
on
the
grass,
and
comthe lost. Are we his followers if we do not here and there I put down, showing’ how
ns for the Yo
" for the scholars.
masters was teaching her.
In the midst of
bly engraven on the mind are those receiv- plained that they could not walk. He
ese books
bear thé same relation
to each
seek to save the lost? Never before in theAa and how faithful he was in his work,
eur interesting conversation, the head man
ed in childhood. So deep, so lasting are posed they should ride; and by cubiing other as do the teathers’
and
scholars’
pahistory of our mission was this field so in- ‘and his devotional frame of mind.
pers in the Uniform Series of
#f the house came into the room, and askthe impressions of early life, that we often stick horses he soon mounted them all, an
dayviting. More laborers are needed on ever
easily
galloped
two
or
three
miles
into
the
schools
ed what we were talking about.
|
3
He was hand. Our orphan school girls are fast . Oct. 5, 1801. “Went out to see] some see persons in the weakness of age, holding village.
That school master carried the | They Lessons.
embrace a complete systentof refriends, and had some. comfortable conver- fresh in memory the events of childhood,and key.
told that we wished them all to prepare for
coming to that age when Government will sation.”
ligious truth, and with
great simplicity,
:
;
A teacher had gn unruly girl,» Neither Sarioty and clearness set forth the plan of
recurring to that period for their most cherthe next world, for it was very certain they
no longer sustain them, and some of th
praise nor punishment, ohn nor stern- salvation,
6. “Not abroad to day, but had much ished recollections.
would soon be called from this.
On his willbe (yes and are now) readyto teach.
3
ness availed to cast out the evil spirit. At
We are now recelving into the memberbeing asked where he thought the souls of If a band of -sistérs in a church would company and some satisfaction.”
Could we but properly appreciate the en- last on a Saturday walk the teacher over8y
“On my way to Portsmouth, in dearing ties of home, and know how truly
ship of our church young persons who deall would go at death, he said,—* To pledge themselves to support one teacher,
heard the child sitting down in a’lumber rived their deep and earliest impressions
Sopsiowpth,
called
on
friends
and
had
blest
.we
are
as
we
look
in
bright
and
heaven, of course.”; ‘ But, if people are so
vatd rocking and. weeping over a baby from this source,
and those in another support a second, and
J
of that baby brother
sparkling eyes, and read their wealth of brother. By talking
wnfriendly here that they will not sit in the thus amongst the churches at home, all take good refreshing seasons.”
By all means, lét each scholar have its
the
teacher
reached
the
hardened
pupil's
HM.
‘First
day,
attended
meeting
at
the,
changeless love, afid can say, “We are. all.
. same room to converse and will not eat to- shares in this benevolent and Christian enown little ** Text and Hymn" book. Aided
heart. That teacher found the key.
by older members of the family
at home,
gether, could they be happy together even terprise, there would soon be a little but meeting house in New Durham. A. M. here,” T think we should be happier, holier,
Mrs. Silk-and-satin, from the churchand encouraged by the slight stimulus of
from these words, *Slothfulness better than we are.
m heaven if admitted there ?”
¢* Oh,” said powerful army of teachers at work to save spoke
steeple elevation of her
pompous existence, the system of reward-tickets
talks down at her class,giving them all sorts children will commit from or cards, the
he, “if to destroy caste is your “object, the women of Orissa and Bengal. If a sin- casteth'into a deep sleep; and an idle soul
shall
suffer
hunger.”
(No
doubt
the
most
of wholesome advice.
Then Mrs. Silk. 8e¢s or answers to memory. two to ten verwill hear nothing ;” and he rushed into the
Our experience
gle church can not support a teacher, a Q. forcible application
I
am
with
you
Alway.
and-satin goes home with a complacent feel- is that we have, in many instances,
was
to
spirifual
|
to renext room, and no entreaties could bring
ing’
in
the
place
where
she
keeps
her
conM. certainly can, and that too without con- things), P.M. text: ‘His Lord said unto
press rather than exeite the desire to learn
- him out.
How strikingly like those®hniscience,
Has
she
not
done
her
duty?
But?
tributing any less for other benevolent purIt is Christ the Lord who speaks to us
ong lessons,
:
ge which at the dawn of day retreat to' poses. Who will be the first? Is dear old him; Well done, good and faithful servant,’
she has never yet come within a thousand
These hints may, perhaps,be serviceable
and says, as He said to His disciples so miles of the girls whom she pretendedto
&c.
Evening
at
Bro.
Durell
Stevens's,
their dens and remain until night again Cimtauque Q. M. dead? Every little child
from 2 Peter 1: 10, * But chiefly they that lopg ago, *‘ I am with you alway.” Doubt- teach. She does notlive in the same world, to some who are eartestly inquiring how te
¥ets her dark curtain fall! ~ Sister S., dur- can give one cent, and some can give ten.
make their infant school a success. —4§. 8.
less it was not spoken for them alone, but She has no key.
=
:
Times.
:
ing all her visits, had never met. this man Even the least. ‘“ Something is better than walk after the flesh &c. A refreshing for our sakes also:
All
the
catechisms
andl
question
books,
:
before. We learned afterwards that he is a nothing ;” so, do, for Christ's sake and for meeting.”
————
As He spake, His disciples were standing all the commentaries and Bible dictionaries, |
13. “Wentto see a young man*who is
all the knowledge in the world, affords no
' most, zealous idolator.
He paid quite a the sake of these souls, send in your offerYour VERY Best.
‘‘How is it that
around him, aud it might have seemed
Neither objects nor blackboards,
large sum lately for a new idol.
Itis ings and follow them with your prayers,and .sick; and although he has professed to strange to them, and hard to believe" it, key.
Amy Thorp succeeds so well with
ev ryneither fluency nor Soduesce -are keys: thing
know
the
love
of
God,
found
him
very
stushe undertakes?” said a visitor to the
through the influence of the young “men in know that your capital is invested in a
There
ig
one
key
toa
childs
heart:
pid and unfeeling.” Randall did not flatter when he was received up out of their sight;
superintendent of- —— school, as they left
the family (his fatherless nephews) that
That key is SympaTHY.
cause that can Ngo
of success, for He
the infant class,
>
in such cases, but dealt very plainly and but do you think they doubted ? I fancy they.
Christian teachers are admitted to instruct who can not Ii
The
teacher
who
can
stand
on
common
5, “ My word shall not
must have knownidesus toa well by that ground with the pupil is the teacher who
A delicate, dark-eyed girl had it in charge,
sa.. SY
En
be time
thie women.
Let us pray that the influence return to me void.” Teach the people to faithfally.
to distrust or-doubt him again; indeed succeeds. But how shull I stand on a com- and the rows of brig faces upturned te
18,
“A¢ New Durham meeting house,
of Christian books and godly conversation read, and scatter the life-giving word everyinto attention by the
we
know
they did not; for the first thing mon ground with children? By knowing bers, magnetized
may yet cause the divine light to-penetrate where, and in eternity you will be joyfully and spoke all day from Ps. 1: 2. ‘But his they did, when they no longer saw him: them. The social gathering of children at charm of her manner, and answering readdelight is in the law of the Lord, and in his
ily in their quick expression to her every
- the dark den of this man’s soul.
surprised to see what God hath wrought law doth he meditate day and night.” Had with their outward eyes, was to worship the teacher's house is'the greatest promoter look, had greatly pleased the gentleman.
|
of
sympathy.
On goingto another house, we learned through your instrumentality.
‘ There is a good deal in Amy Thorp.”
good freedom, and great conviction was on him ;—*¢ and they worshiped him, and reAfter all, this is not a new idea. “There said the superintendent, ** and
she gives a
some sad, sad things, which we should like
turned
to
Jerusalem
with
great
joy.”
L. CRAWFORD.
is
nothing
new.
That
sympathy
is
the
sethe minds of the people. Evening at Bro.
good deal out. She always does her very
you to know, but they are better not writ“Great
joy™
Could
it
be
so
when
cret
spring
was
perfectly
well
understood
by
John Roberts's, from Deut, 30: 19. *I call
4
pt
>
sen. A little way only may you look into
by Thomas Campbell, the poet. You re- best.”
It isa
rule, teacher. Our efforts
heaven and earth to witness against you they had just seen their Lord and Master member what he said in ¢* Gertrude of Wythis family. The youngest woman in the|
Aleohol as a Stimulant.
be unequal.
Temperament,
this day, that T have set before you life and taken away from them ? ; Nevermore: would oming” of old Albert, who interested him- are apt
%
house was said to be the wife of the youngthey see him on earth, till he should come self in Gertrude’s fairy lore as a prepara- health, domestic and business anxieties, a
‘death,
blessing
and
cursing.”
Not
much
est son.
She was about sixteen. . The
Alcoholic liquors are often taken for their
with clouds and great glory, te fetch his. tion for instructing her in other things. It multitude of asides, often interfere ‘with
Always, howyouth they call her husband says he never stimulating effects, both as a beverage and power.” This is but the second time that , whole church home; and yet they were ful is only a parenthesis of a single line, in our Sunday-school work.
to do the very
best that one can at
_ ehose her; the marriage was all the work of as a medicine ; and in many cases where, he speaks of a meeting being dull.
which he states the great principle we are ever,
of
¢¢
great
joy.”
¥
the time, unsparing of self, forgetful of self,
21. “Quarterly Meeting in Gilmanton.
He is describing, or is the way to make one’s best the rule and
others; he was only a _submissive child. if the nature of their stimulation was known,
Ah, it was that they knew even then trying to enforce.
A glorious season. The next day if was
|
rather
enumerati
,
some
of
her
‘
thouHe does not like the girl, and he will never they would not be taken. It is generally
not the exception.
<
a very wonderful meeting. The Elders, what it meant *“ to walk by faith,” and “ to sand infant charms,” and among them :
If only one scholar is present, let us
souch her ! Such stubborn rebellion shocks supposed that they actin the same way as
live
by
faith.”
His
word
was
enough
;
they
Conference was on the two following days
“The book, the bosom on his knee reclined,
teach that one as though there were but
and distresses all the relatives.
The girl, wholesome food does, to give strength and
trusted it, acted on it. |
persons in the universe, the ohild,
Or how sweet fairy lore die heard hercon,. - three
aecording to orthodox Hinduism, has been activity to the various.organs of the system, and the Lord manifested his presence in a
Each one could have confidently affirmed
ourself, and Christ the Lord.
(The playmate ere the tufor of her mind.)”
gloripus
manner.”
Much
business
was
only
in
amore
condensed
form,
and
hence
married, and now her own relatives don’t
““ What are you working for? said Rudone in these conferences, and the members that he had actually seen Jesus depart;
Surely so much of real, practical wisdom fus to
wish to support her, and her husband will are better adapted for such a purpose. The
Winthrop Landholm, in that sweet
even
the
angels
had
come
and
told
them
was never put into a
nthesis before. book,
were careful to have them seasons of great
#*Ptig Hills of the Shatemue.” “That
mot Jove her; so without any fault of her Unived States Dispensatory says: ‘ Alcohol
so;
and
though
he
would
return
again,
Teacher,
read
again
that
last
line
and:
you
we
| I may byiand-b hear ‘ Well done,® from
is a very powerful diffusible stimulant,”— religious interest.
ewn she is a burden.
will
have
THE
KEY.—
National
Tedeher.
what
could
make
up
to
them
for
all
the
25. “Spoke at New Durham meeting
_ {the lips of my
King.”
:
;
that it passes rapidly through the whole systime he was away? Just this: “Iam with
At one house we saw'a little child widow
That will be reward enough, my brother.
house
all
day,
from,
‘Righteousness
exalttem, even passing almost instantly to the
you alway.” They saw him leave them,

- ta

CEI

she may have that, peace

which the world]

aged ten years.
Think of the sorrows to
"éth a nation, but sin is ‘a reproach to any
and when he was quite out'of sight, they
which she is doomed,—frequent fastings, brain along the nerves, before if has tinye people.’ A converting time.”
to
go
through
the
natural
channel
of
the
arbegan
to talk to him “just as they had done
poor clothing and drudgery. The relatives
Nov. 16. ¢ Went
to Middleton and atof her departed husband say,—¢ Certainly teries. A dog was made to drink some
when
he
stood beside shem but a few mintended the funeral of a child of Dea. Sam’l
utes before. Then, fullof gréatjoy in the
it is for some fault
of hers that her husband aleobolic preparation, and immediately his Frost. A most melting season.” ,
died If she has committed no great sin head was cut off, the brain taken out and
26. * Thanksgiving ‘day. Spoke at the realization of this simple yet mysterious
in this life, then she must have been very distilled, and 4 portion of the alcohol found M. H. from “these words,—By him, let us ‘union, they returned to Jerusalem,—to
is
:
obey him, live with him, as much as before ;
wicked in a former state of existence, else init.
offer the sacrifice of praise continually.’ ”
even more, for the Holy Ghost, should also
_ why did her husband die?”. There the poor ' Why does it produce the stimulating ef30. #‘Went out on business,and spent the
girl has to stay with those worse than feags that always follow its introduction jin- evening with a friend professedly strong in come and abide with them,mot, as it has
‘¢ Job’s comforters.” She sat down on the to the system? Dr. H. Munroe says: “The slniversalism. He said he must give it up.” been so beautifully put, ‘to supply his
place when absent, but to make him presfloor with me and forgot her sorrew, while only influence of alcohol on the stomach is
Dec. 5. Randall left home to spend the
. Jooking at some pretty pictures and hearing that of an irritant.” A pleasant, agreeable next day, the Sabbath, at Alton meeting ent in a nearer and more blessed way.”
So, you see, Jesus never left. them, and"
their explanation. I cotild-not help -wish- substance P—no, an “‘irritant.” What isan. house, but onthe way was taken violently
that was why they were in *‘ great joy.”
“frritant?
Webster .says: ‘‘ An agent,
ing to bring her away.
sick. He put up with Widow Willey, but
Time fails me to'give you even the short- whether natural, medicinal, or mechanical, the ddctor was with him all night. The Jesus never leaves any Christian ; not one.

O

est peep into all’the houses I visited, but which produces vitiated and abnormal senyou must look into that of a widpw who is sations and actions in a part or the whole
herself the head of- the family. She had of the animal system.” This description is
learned to read and write on palm leaf be- literally. true of alcohol, Dr. Munroe says,
. fore the zenana teacher ever heard of her, again: ‘‘ As soon as Silcohol has been ab#0 you must know she isa woman of un- sorbed into the blood it is carried by the

»

next morning
he. was better, but too weak
to go out. He writes: “I sent to our dear

and precious brother Eld. H. D. Buzzell,
and he preachedto the people to great satisfaction, and the Lord

blessed the

word,—

glory to his great name forever and ever!
ide to the heart, the inner surface of which Blessed'be his name, glory, glory, glory I”
organ, disturbed by the presence of the It will be noticed that in speaking of Eld.
aleohol,”—that is, irritated,—** jumps away Buzzell, Randall puts, in the adjective"
so much the faster to get rid of the intrud- “precious.” His love to good ministers
er.” Here we have the reason why the and Christians was very fervent, and not

'

common. enterprise and determination.
She eonversed fluently and with intelligence
‘on any subject not religious,
but her son's
wife must not appear until the outside door,
was shut and fastened, lest peradventure
some man might pass the doorand see her. heart is stimulated info rapid motion, ToWhen she came into the august presence of welcome a friend and aid to its*daily tasks?
her mother-in-law not a word would she ut- No, ‘“ to get rid of the intruder.” And this
‘ber, and it was with difficulty that we ob- applies to'all parts of the system equally
tained the i
glimpse of her face, well; it is everywhere an *¢frritant,” an
This widow would not allow the Christian “ intruder,” a disturbing force, An enemy,
teacher
to give lessons in her house until Andas it passes to every part of the system,
- her son who supports the family, said,— | every patt is excited, stimulated to Pouse
- “If you don't Jet her come,and if you won't all its energies to drive out the ** intruder.”
“learn to books
read
and to use the negdle, * You wake in the night and find a thief in
I will hire
no more help for you. You your house; you spring out of bed, seize
hall take care of the cattle, clean the sta- the shovel, broom-stick or other weapon,
‘bles anddo
everything.” You may wonder and chase him from room te room,- hitting

why
bie had such
a desire to have his wife him

learn. . He had been educatedin 3 mission

ing

school,reads Christian books and believes in and

- one God.

:

got

unfrequently he used this word in relation

to them.

Pr

ary

Monday, 7. He was

Wi

assisted home.

He

writes: *“I'he Lopd made this a wonderful
dayto my soul. Oh, I' felt all filled with

love

and

gratitude.

Never was

more fayored than myself.

a man

_ For all his kindness shown ? 7

8. “Still weak in bodybut comfortable in
Was able to write

some, praise

to

God. Amen.”
i clove
here and there while he goes on break- It is valuable to the church to have a simlooking-glasses,” knocking over tables | ple, unyarnished narrative of the labor
chairs, and you, all “stimulated” ‘to | and deep experience and rejoicihgs of such
rid of the intruder,” until at last he is as have lived to do good. It is what the Bible

w

~

There is no sea-

the young as in the winter and early autumn. - Everything is fayorable to social
intercourse, and the long 8youings furnish
the occasion and the
opportunity for all
sorts of social festivities.” In our cities and

Ax Incr, A Sunda ‘school miscionre

t

cident, al

the

tendent of a smal] Sunday-sohool

superin-

among

e Germansin
Ken
; Redching
school before the time for
a §
d
the superintendent alone.
He
caled me by
name and . remarked, ‘ You don’ seem to
replied that he had the adtowns theaters, concerts, shows, and other know me.” J
of me.
“Do yom remember,” he
festivals of a public ch
, With Jastien van
and balls, fill up evers
ening” with their said, “ about Higiiten yar ago, I drove

with
you from
New Albany to a Bundayschon ap intment at Mount Tabor?
1
d making
such a visit years
ago.
chopping bees,
ng-schok
so-called) reco
with dancing
ing dchols” (2. ule) “Well,” contig he, * hu thai fimo re
skep!
m
ments, create unusual stir and excitement. a young man, strongly
Tationaliom.
Many of ‘these amusements are hurtful to tions, , Rene) to An
body, “soul and mind, and all.of them, set You gave me a pocket Testament,ur Ing
day. I took your
adfree from the control of Christian principle, me to res it every
vice, and the result is, I am to-day in the
‘
are dangerous.
The late hours and unsensonable eating, position of a Sunday-school superintendent.”
not to say drinking, oftentimes the over- Assuredly this was casting bread upon the
days.—
heated rooms, and undue excitement which waters and finding it after many

clangar and
re.
In
huekings, apple-parings,

the country, corn, wood-

Lord has written. They begin toJook for
internal evidence. ‘¢ If Jesus were with me almost invariably belongs to the least ob- Sunday-school World.
J
Ha
I could ‘not be as Iam. I could not be jectionable of these gatherings, call for the
RA
v
doubting, dark, giving way to temptation, protest and reforming hand of a loving,
earnest, joyous Christian life. Now, in the
Mr. MOODY ON SUPERINTENDENTS. The
ashimed of acknowledging and serving summer there 18 danger of sluggishness Superintendent
is to commence Monday, I
my Saviour. .I should be full of love, joy, and stupor destroying Christian life; but think, to study his
lesson.
:
peace, good works: all this is far from me. in the winter the danger lies in the very
He ought not to be a fop or sloven, and I
How dare Isay heis with me, when my opposite direction. Unless the church oc-'
life and {alk- deny it?" Yes, it may be so; cupies the ground, calling out the sympa- should say he ought not to nse
and yet all you say, or feel, or think, can
never alter this one fact: Jesus is with you.
Wherever ‘you are,~if you have given

this and

guiding the

vities of all w thwill

in her reac in a proper channel, they

I think the room ought to be dusted out

assuredly be carried off by the enay in: and well ventilated and pot in order, and it
is the Superintendent's work to see that
those whichhe has ‘devised: Now we
that is done, and not leave it to somebody test against this

abandonment of the field
yourself to ‘him, and he has washed you in
at harvest-time for souls. The church, in else.
his blood and forgiven your sins; if you" city or country,
should wisely plan such a |
are one of these, you are also one of those campaign as shall énlist the energies
of her

to whom he says, ‘I am with you alway.”

. “What shall I render to my God

soul.

Then how is it that every Christian is'not
likewise full of joy? Because they do not
believe, only partially believe, what the

THE 'DEvIL'S DEvice.

son
of the yeard
which
so many attractive, fascinating, and dangerous amuséments are p
to enterest and ensnare

members, and occupy their time to advantage.» We began this article with one
special end in view, Viz., closing Sunday-

S—

Hines To TEACHERS,

A Sundey.eehde)

teacher who is willing to meet his oliss
without previous preparation, is only half
alive to the high import of the work he has

If youdeny that, it 1s like denying Gotl's
word. Rest assured it is true, but look schools
for the winter. We would plead
elsewhere for the trouble.:"
==
8.
with Superintendents and teachers ot ho do l in hand.
this evil thing. If theres any
part of the
There are teachers who used to be won- When a man is made up wholly of the year in which the ‘Sabbath-school is needed derfully successful: Years ago they were

dove, without the least grain of the serpent | to instruct, awaken, guard, and guido the noted for their zeal,
in his composition,

he ‘becomes ridiculous

in many circumstances of life, and very
often discredits his best actions, — Addison.

youth of the country, it is winter. Why
close it, then? ¢Why not arrange to hoid
special serviced through the
nection with the school; and
Se

pag

Tk

year in conby concerts,

iy
-

will, their magnetic

their emergy,

power.

But

their

their

fire is burned down to a dull, cinderous,
ashen héap, and no candles are lighted now
at its glow.

»

tithe

363
a

ere ———————

Selections,

"| counter

as he is on his
. knees, who

can be

i

as cheerful in a storm as in the sunshine,
1 whose words fall upon a prayer-meeting
like the music of an April rain, who lives

Mercy before Sacrifice.
@ome to the deep,

clear river,

PS

@ive to the
great, good Giver
~The trust that is thy all.
Prom want eternal fleeing,

tt

Come 'to an-endless store;

Bring thy whole famished being,
* For He wants nothing more.

!

Te

He will not now refuse thee,~

‘Weak hand and vision dim,~

want to he saved.

But first thon wantest Him.
The picts worn with straying”
e is suying,
thyself torest.

who are elected to be saved, when we know
that unless we believe and repent, we shall

Por one transporting minute
The beckoning word obey;

“| all be danghed? . Why be perplexed about
the way sin came into the world, when the.
at question is, how shall we get sin
riven out of our hearts? How many spend
their time in criticism and religious specu-

power within it

To bear thee on thy way

:

Phat voice of mercy Y peaking
Is God the Saviour’s might,
And all thy heart is seeking
Lies safely in its light.

.

We can not be saved as

philosophers, but as little children.y You
can not .go to heaven by way of
Athens,
but by way of Bethlehem.
What matters it

find His judgment best;

There is a

people in this day get up in-

to the tree of curiosity or s culation to see
Christ. They ask
a thousdnd queer questions about hip divinity, about God's sovereignty, and the eternal decrees. They
speculate, and criticise, and bang on to the
outside limbs of a great sycamore. But
they must conte down from that if they

Wor something He will use thee,

« Will

—

RAR

And so many

they call thee,

Oh, hear wh
* And yield

selves, homes
our country.

an one,

lation!

=A. L. Waring.

They

take

the Rose of Sharon, or

the Lily of
the Valley, pull out the anther,
scatter the corolla, and say: “Is that the
Dried-Up Christians.
beautiful flower of religion that you are
—
——
talking about?” No flower is beautiful afThis 1s the season of droughts. To-day] ter i have torn it all to pieces. The path
1 went up to revisit the’ picturesque little to heaven is So plain that a fool need not
waterfall on the Caldeno Creek, which lies make any mista e about it, and yet men.
0
on the mountain back of the Delaware
stop and cavil, Sappese that going toward
Water Gap. When I saw it last it was the Pacific slope, I had resolved
that I
foumib. over the mossy
rock like a minia- ‘would stop until [ could kill all the grizzly
ture M
. But this morning I found bears and the panthers on either side of the
a bare, dry rock, over the center of way.
[would never have got to the Pacific
w
trickled a slender thread of water coast. When I went out to hunt the grizzly
which was soon, lost among the bare stones bear, the grizzly bear wouldhave come out
beneath, The ev
and the rhododen- to hunt me. Here is a plain road to heaven,
drons encircled
sweet spotas before; Men say they will not take a step on it until
everything was there but the water. The they can ake
me of dN the
theories that
cascade had died of drouth.
.
bark
and
growl at them from the thicket.
As I looked at the feeble dribble over the They forget. the fact, as they go out to hunt
rock, I saw in it a picture of more than one the theory, the theory comes out to hunt
professed disciple of Jesus. There .is my them; so they perish. We must receive
i
ful, who was once . among the the kingdom of heaven in simplicity. Will
. friend
H
foremost in our Sabbath-schools and our iam Pennington was one of the wisest men
prayermeotings.
He was full of zeal, and of this country; Governor of his own State,
neath all the sound there seemed to be 4 antl afterward Speaker of the House of Repgreat dealof substance. We expected him resentatives. - Yet, when God called him to
to prove-a perennial disciple, ‘always be a Christain, he went it and sat down
abounding ” in the work of
Lord. But among some children who were applying
he has unaccountably
dried up. His for- for church-membership, and said to his passaken Sunday-school
class are dependent tor: “Talk to me just as you do to these
on * stated supplies,” or go without a children, for I know nothing about it.”
- teacher; his seat in the prayer-meeting is There is no need of bothering ourselves
empty, and when he comes in to the table about mysteries when there are so many
where the band of Christ's followers are things that are piain.—Rev:
T. D. Tal-

comemorating their Master's love, ‘he is a

mage.

among

the beautiful hills in
oes

brother,

{sist ‘upon

having your

ay when due; promptness is not only
Sd
but & Christian * duty. ' The
failureof ministers to insist upon shis has
too often brought. them to waut, and the
chyrches into bad odor.

ake up

your mind y6u must work, but

|

Well, how

As long

long’ shall

as you live.

there i8 no more

war

you work,

How long?

nor

thunder

then?

Till|

ner |

wretchedness on the earth; till there is no
more slavery
to mar and di
_ the
image of

in man ; till there is no

more

superstition to blindfold men, and plunge

GRAHAM, PERRY & (0,
REAL

ESTAPE AND LOAN AGENTS.

the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a
GLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
in‘which
e buildings were consumed and the Five
Insurance companies have failed.
:

Baer
to generation.” No if you consider yourself a fellow-member them to destruction ; till there isno more
NOW X8 THE TIME To INVEST
Paar
for himself evenin this life. Our with the rest, then don’t work alone. .Help ignorance fo mislead men, and cheat them here, and to place on loan.
ere
our
church
but
don't
carry
it.
If
you
of their ‘birthright; till there is no more
thoughts, our words, our deeds, | ¥
OFFICE
AT
PRESENT,
find
meddlesome
busybodies,
ve thema pride, or selfishness,or avarice, or power of
an ineffaceable impression upon
They
hate
work as a the air, to. lord it over the spirits of God's
74 WEST MADISON STREET,
children, and“children’s children, unto the plenty to do.
fey!
Leople. You are to work til things end.
4otf
| CHICAG®.
third and fourth generation.—
The Christian mosquito does smoke
Be neither a baby nor a king.
0
enlisted
for
the
war.
If
you
enlistWeekly.
»
Your main business is to preach, but to ed yider Christ's banner, you enlisted to
THE UNABPRIDGED
do this you must know your people and as- remain as long as your life shalfast. You
No Bible—Then What?
EDITION
OF
DR. WILLIAM
SMITHS
certain their wants.
n't
visit just to are not
a three months’ or a six months’
Some man. And you have reason to sing for DICTIONARY
I confess for myself; and with all frank- Please, butto help on your work.
OF THE BIBLE
amilies will need
six visits to another's
ladness that youare permitted to go into Is now before the nblie, in
ness, that the
question is, the Bible—or
us styles and at
hrist’s army and work until the eonflict is various . prices,
atheism, anti-theism, Pantheism ; @nything one; go where you can hurt the devil most.
he origina { -Knglish edition has
been
re
produced
without
muti
ation,
text and illusBe
governed
by
men’s
wants,
not“
their
ended.— Plymouth Pulpit.
rather than wdeism. Take away the Bible,
tration complete, with manifold textual errors
:
and you take away all the angels. Not a complaints,
CORRECTED
Preach not as others do, but as you and
single cherub, or seraph; not a single
Thought-Hives.
And impo Ji additions made, under the direction
Fill our hearer |
throne or dominion, or principality or pow- God can best arrange it.
of the two mbst competent editors in America
er; not a single morning
star, or Son of with sound reason, then cork him tight
DRS. HACKETT AND ABBOT.
God is left.
Gabriel vanishes as a phantom, with a strong application, binding it with a
Every man we meet, says the Evangelist,
It is at the head of Bible: Dictionaries in the
and Michael melts into air, and is seen no ¢“ Thus saith the Lord.” Be sparing, if not is a walking thought-hive. To our eye it English Joniguce The Jaglish work has hitherto held
'Re- is hidden ; butto God's eye itis a hive of the place of honor, ut the
more. Takeaway the Bible, and you take alittle stingy, in using old sermons.
away the elect succession of inspired men. member, when the stream of study stops transparent glass. For there is not a thought
ENLARGED
Give no in our hearts, butlo! O Lord, thou know-’ American edition, p repared by American scholars
Not a single patriarch, or priest, or prophet, flowing the pulpit pond lowers.
‘or apostle, or evangelist remains to pro- censure unless there is love jguoygh to pre- ost it altogether! The thoughts which nestle for the use of Am can readers and studen ts, must
take precedence of that, Eve ry MINisIt requires within us, and issue from .us in language ‘henceforth
claim or record a single superhuman oracle. vent their drowning in hatred.
TER, SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER AND STUDENT wh
A
0
Moses and his mg
be and his visions, ‘much love to praise, moreto reprove.
and in action, determine our moral charac- has the Américan passion for securing
dissolve Jogather, Matthew and his gospel, ‘tack measures, and ‘“ hit” people only when ter: ¢‘‘ Asa man thinketh in his heart, so
2
THE
BEST
ishe™
:
Paul and
his epistles, perish in the same they stand between you and the evil.
Of its kind,Mmus
ve this book. *‘‘ It is worth more,’
You must begin on time, and not be long
fire. -Nay, more; take away the Bible, and
A man is known by the company he says Dr. Howard
Crosb ¥, * on a Bible reader’s desk,
es.”
than
fifty
commentari
you take away the Lord Jesus Christ.
No in uttering what you have to say, if you
keeps. So the thoughts which we harbor
four lume, Sva, cloth, faite: $0;
stop to listen. If within us, and which ko out through the Inhalf
eager need any disputes be held in regard would have this busy age
morocco,
sermons, prac- doors of our hands,
The book ean be ordered
to the nature,
nu or office of Christ, his you would preach your bet
etermine our real
any bookseller,
or
will
be sent, free of expense, on receipt of adverBe
bold, characters. A holy man
history, condition or destiny! All the mag- tice them faithfully beforehand.
ives house-room tised price
by the Publishers.
When only to pure, and noble and godly thipughts,
nificent apparatus in preparation for his but remain a Christian gentleman.
HURD & HOUGHTON, NEW YORK;
coming is gone! The cross crumbles, and yon hit the heart don’t forget the head, and and he is constantly strivingto bar up
door
THE RIVERSIDE: PRESS, CAMBRIDGE.
Swid
.
the sepuloher sinks, and -the throne
symbol- vice versa.
and window against foul and wicked
intrudEndeavor’ to be the greatest man in the ers; out of the treasure-house ‘within him
ized by the rainbow that adorns it, like the
arish, and that by being
the servant of all. proceed all the beautiful deeds and whiterainbow, vanishes away. His pre-existence,
think you never can winged words that are a blessing unto othhis current existence,
his whole existence, Be ehildish enough to
As
we import our
our own Goods we are able to offer
be leftaway from Christ. Run to show ers. Habitual thinking determines a man a LARGE
is nothing.
STOCK of
»
And so of the Holy Spirit} take away the him all you have and ask him for" all you as either Christ's or Satan's, A sensualist
FRESH
GOODS,
2
ork when you can, retire when
is only a filthy thinker. The walls of his
Bible, and the Spirit
mes a ghost in- want.
IN
deed, or rather less thana ghost. Like a you must, and you shall have favor with mind are hung‘ around with lascivious
pictures; his inmost soul is a brothel. Do
meteor, it flashes from darkness and falls in- God when you will.—Congregationalist.
a man’s thoughts run continually upon the
to the blackness of darkness. . And so the
bottle? Then he is a drunkard. Does PULPIT,
Father; take away the Bible, and the
FAMILY AND
The
Missed
Tree.
another man’s thought-hive send out its
Father retires into an inpenetrable secluJ
STUDY BIBLES,
winged messengers vey four o gather
sion, infinitely
more oblivious than was
prices and sizes, on hand at a saving gf ore profit
When an oak, or any noble and useful honey from God’s Word,
His world of All
ever imagined before. And then, when the
to the buyer.
earth is exhausted of everything inspired, tree,. is uprooted, his removal creates a nature? Then ke is a devout ant-happy beblank.
For
years
after,
when
vyou
look
to
BAGSTER’S
PUBLICATIONS
ing ; in sucha soul Gud dwelleth by his Spirand heaven of everything angelic, and the
universe of everything divine, what is left? the place which once knew him, you see it. One of the highest of spiritual luxuries on hand or imported to order.
that something is missing.
The branches is the enjoyment of pure and exhilarating
What!
is man left? Aba! be it so. But
HH. E. SIMMONS,
Treas,
what kind of a man is left? A man without or jacent trees have not yet supplied the and. sublime thoughts; to such a devout | - 2m45
116 Washington §&., Boston.
void.
They
still
hesitate
to
supply
the
and
happy
thinker
a
prison
would
be
a
pala Maker, without a Saviour, and without a
purpose, and without an end.’ The noblest place formerly filled by their powerful ace. ‘‘I thought of Jesus,” said holy Ruthof beings, and yet the meanest and most neighbor ; and there is stili a deep chasm in erford, *‘until every stone in the wall of
We will send a handsome P;
8 of our
ew
misérable—all sensibility, sympathy and af- the ground—a ragged pit—which shows my prison cell shone like a ruby.” Where- Tustrated Family Bible containing over 200 fine
But fore let us keep our hearts,—our thought- Scripture Illustrations to an;
Agent, free of
fection, yet sitting desolate ii sackcloth, how far his giant roots once spread.
. Address NATIONAL Ts
Ae
among the graves of dead friends, full, him- when a leafless pole, a wooden pin, ispicked hives,—with all diligence, for out of them chi
Tmt. |
There are the issues of our life. And no one can delphia, Pa.
self, of living memories, ever mourning for up, it comes easy and clean away.
the dead, but without hope of their return, is no rending of the turf, no marring of the handle the pitch of a wicked, or obscene,
or abominable thought for uny considerhaving no hope but that he and his children landseape, no vacuity greated, no regret.
may
likewise die and be no more! And It leaves ne memento, and is never missed. able time, without being fatally defiled
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send the remainder of the present volume
free. Or,
:
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Besides, it is well known

a lengthy and de-

arisen over the question,—What is the basis, what is the aim, and what is the tendency of this paper? The unhappy doubt
exists in New England; it exists in still
greater strength in the West; it exists in its
intensest form in the state of New York.
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terest.

and terrible that they roused even stupid

Tr

te

—t—
ELECTIONS.

THE

Last week bought nothi ing that £0 stirred

the heart. of the country as the several state

elections.

Generally, they indicate republi-

can strength and gains. In the South, republican pringiples- were here and there eri
dorsed with new emphasis. The western «

The Real Difficulty.
~

.

Let all who

Let all who

pray to him trust without doubting.

in-

The frauds had become so gigantic

.

states stand firmly, as they are wont

Most Christians‘find themselves at times

on the ‘ground

in dgubt and despondency. = Quite as often,

perhaps, they suffer from moral stupor. The

chosen “years ago.

Jersey has a republican

things of religion luck reality, God seems
a long way off. Prayer is not much nore
gaged for the city's debts.
Honest men thai the observance of a form,~the usé of
felt themselves impeached as citizens of a words that have ‘had the odor of holiness.
Wealthy men found their possessions mort-

free government,

struck

to do,

New

legislature - along

with a democratic governor. Maryland has
quite a sprinkling of republican members

among her law makers, where a year since

only democrats were found,

Massachusetts

through

on trial before the avorld,

was in.danger of betrayal and contempt

in

consequehce of this magnificent officiul villainy,

All this the citizens of New
ceived. « And perceiving it, they
that the evil would not cure

part in response

protest.

to any

fpsh-

ness and life
s .
The heart is little moved.

Spiritual things are dim and confused. The
fervent language of Christian experience

sounds alittle strained and extravagant.
York «per- Self-denial for the sake of the Master and

itself,

ordinary

saw

nor

also
de-

plea

or

And so, partly in. shame, partly

of lis cause
welcome,

comes

Duties,

hard

hardly seem so mugh

that

and is a bit unare

catled

such,

duties as parts of a

man-made religious programme.” Questions
spring up over the great doctrines of the
gospel The prayer meeting attracts fee|! oly. The Sahbath-school class is approached

in alarm, partly in pride, partly in resentment, and partly under the pressure of conviction and the sense of duty to God and
men, they rose up like a refreshed and with some reluctance and misgiving, And
roused giant, put down their petty partisan- | now and then it may be, the inquiry will

ing them thus explains the existence, the
power and the fearful rule of Tammany.
Vigilance is the. constant price of liberty.
Government will not take care of itself,
Officials may be no worse than the average
of men, but they occupy places thronged by
temptations. They need the shield of constant scrutiny and the stimulus of calls to a

rigid fidelity. And wh
till Dec. 81, 1871. going in the wrong wa

Reform vote fell off largely from that of last
year.

But New York was the center of the

conflict, = The fight between Tammany ant
the fused

reformers

was fierce and

deter-

mined, and one in which the whole country

felt the deepest interest. The result . is
gratifying and prophetic, The state gives

a repgblican majority of about 20,000; the

legislature

is largely republican in both

branches; the city officers chosen are nearly
all ‘anti-Tammany,
and théir majorities were often heavy ; only Tweed was elected
from the city to the senate to represent the
old

regime,—his

election

was

effected

in

part by fraud and violence, and it is not believed that he will be allowed to take his

blic affairs are
y must be set

may

are

be many

and

eonstitutionally

varied.

Some

natures

skeptical and cool.

Those which are especially férvid, and

not brightened them.

:

AFFAIRS IN GEORGIA.

are

at times thrilled as by'a strange and divine

influence, are liable to the dullness and
gloom whieli come of reaction, Health

has often much to do with these moods..

A

torpid liver and an overdrawn nervous system hardly ever fail to bring depsession,

The Georgia

legislature

session a week since.
was to resolve that

commenced

its

One of its first acts
Gov. Bullock has slan-

dered its members and wickedly impeached
the state. Soon afterward,it solemnly
de-

clared that there was no such thing as a

Ku-Klux organization in that commona morbid estimate of experience and life,
wealth. After that it changed its tactics,
We make this special offer as an expres- right by the men whose Sight is clear, whose and a disedsed faith. The indifference of and the House passed
a bill repealing the
others
This offer

holds

good

sented to him.
He thought it calculated
to. threw suspicion upon, the character of sion of good-will
toward the many old
the Baptist - Union.
It was true that the
‘and stanch friendsof the Star whose inlanguage quoted from a circular sent out
fromthe office in New York was accurately terest in its behalf has been so unmistakacopied. But he did not think if needful or bly shown.
proper to quote that language in the report.
N. B. It will be understood. that no perIt was a document sent to advertisers, and
centage is allowed in those cases where the
its use in the report might mislead. It was
true in this respect ;—the Board of Corpo-. Chromo is sent,—that the subscription and
rators composing the ‘‘Baptist Printing postage are to be paid in advance,—and that
Union,
had Freewill Baptists, Free Baptists, those who wish the Chromo will need to

that not a little

great

his kingdom supreme.

Eve

ships, set aside the plea of business and of arise,—Is it worth the ‘while to maintain
difficulty, and banded themselves together the constant struggle involved in what is
for
the stern work in hand. So does ihe generally known as the: Christian life, as if seat; and the work of redeeming New York
2. To every new subscriber for the next
iquity, grown fat with spoils and: presump- this were the main thing? May not a gen- politics seems most auspiciously begun.
volume, who shall remit $2.50, and ten cents tuous1m
its successes, overreach itself and eral rectitude of character, and a life that Nothing has transpired for a long time
|-in addition to pay postage, we will send a find the blow it struck at, others becoming respects the rights and interest of others, which gives so much encouragement and
be quite as well as this special devotion to cheer to the friends of good order and honnew and beautiful chromo entitled * The suicidal.
This
experience teaches us that it will the work set forth by the gospel and exact- est government. The prospects of the DeWreathed Cross.”
This is one of the most
mocracy have been growing gloomy for
not do for the better class of men to leave ed by the churches?
elegant works of its kind that has been
The causes of this stupor and distrust some timte past, and the late elections have
politicsto the ignorant and selfish. Leay-

He was not satisfied with the report pre-

| uncertainty, anxiety, fear and distrust have

winning:

become so bold and audacious that they
awake timid men to courageous service,
and weak men to heroic and perilous en-

make

work with him take courage.

-

Christ's precepts and promises appear like elects Washburn by about the same relative
with corruption.
The reputation of New speech from a distant province and having majority as she is wont to give her republican nominees. The Prohibitory and Labor
York was in fearful peril, and the cause of a foreign-accent. They lack spirit,

Special Words.
.

after

It shows how power

metropolis that was being

ale

of the proceedings of the
sub - committee. The chairman drew up
—and aim is a literal quotation from an offi | the report and read itto him. He heard
cial document sent out by the managers of it, looked over the last resolution with
that paper at the time of its establishment. some care, and did suggest several slight
It is they themselves who say that it is pub- changes in the language, which were
lished ¢‘by several gentlemen connected assented to and made ; after which he produced, and is worth the price of the pawith the various branches of the Baptist | left with an arrangement to meet at the per. This offer holds good until Apr. 1,
family . . . as the organ of their convic- time appointed for the Committee to as- 1872.
tions and purposes.” ' And this language, semble in the morning. It was true that | 8. To all our old subscribers who shall
seems to be of that plain, simple, explicit he did not intimate thathe should refuse to. settle all arrearages, and pay for the
paper
sort, that would always and everywhere support those resolutions. But he did not
in advance at leastto Jan'y 1, 1873, and
intend
to
assent
to
them,
and
so
afterwards
mean one and the same thing, and so be incapable of misrepresenting or misleading. drafted others and brought them to the forward 10 cts. to pay the postage, we will
also send a copy of this’ same Chromo.
‘For this reason the minority chose it, and meeting of the Committee.

they might well be surprised at objections.

and pride,

ways

natures into a terrible resentment, and
stung feeble consciences
into stern protests.

a All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on

Siar can Het go; and hence,

sented here.

And that no

mistake might be made and no injustice
done, the language used to define its basis

and of many things.

15, 1871, b

Ra

GEORGE T..DAY,

business,

Rev. Gi. H. Ball said that he was the member of the committee associated with the
chairman to reduce the substance of the
report to form, and he was somewhat surprised that the matter had been thus pre-

accredited organ of the denomination ;” the
Freeman was -called- “a denominational
papers” it ‘seemed fitting that the Union

" should be located if possible.

—

Your decision is taken.
We have no hostile
words ;—only silence and a calm faith.

position j=—consistency

This victory is suggestive in many

The Morning Star. |
WEDNESDAY,

»

go. solitary meditation,
or in such service to the mon.
There is power in the gospel which
State as smaller criminalare
s wont to ren- ‘comesto enthrone righteousness,
God is
der,
.
:
x omnipotent, and he walks among men to

still.
And it' was in patronage and a blessing to all its- readers,
thie hope
that this report of ours might so In the year to come we trust that its value
shape the action of Conference as to make may not be less than heretofore,
but greatthat result surer, speedier and, larger, that
er.
As special ‘ encouragements tb sukwe brought it her and asked an approval. |

it to Conference.

Still stronger reasons seerhed

intentions,

hoped, the next Freewill
Conference will be able to
a positiveness and unaniminot have been obtained in
E. KNOWLTON.

steadily ; it remains

nority report originated, suggested a reason

tor presenting

it, and raise no question over
:

so far as its aims and work move on our
true denominational lines, it may properly
be esteemed a valuable, ally and. helper.
That it might prove such has been my earnest wish and prayer from tife day when it
began to be. That feeling has remained”

man accepted, in spite of the surprise which
it brought.

no

er word.
The minority of the Committee have no settled hostility to the Union. 1
have none., They make this report in the
interest of those frank avowals and o that
straightforward policy which are the parents of confidence and the pledges of peace.
We know well enough that the Union can

several

slight verbal changes in that paxt of the

I pick

It may perhaps be well to add one dth-

distinctly -and emphatically understoed that
his associate on the sub-committee had approved its form ;—as,after it was drawh up,
and’

frank, and wise.

quarrel with
its motives.

Committee when it was afterwards set aside
by the majority. Besides, the chairman

examined

and

~~

en

relitions® and

that, it is to be
| of it. I said: —Conference may do what it Baptist General
| thinks proper with the report when it comes speak of it with
| into its hands. 1 shall not’ object even: to ty which could
| that action, however'it may stand related this Conference.
to my personal opinion of what is straight-

form, no hint to that effect was given in the

he had

nominational
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conscience is royal,

and

whose

influence

makes them a power. The citizens of New
York found this oat and nobly applied the
lesson. It was a rare and grand sight to
see so many merchants, as well as other
men of standing and public weight, break
away from the counting-room and office
on that great day of the civil battle,and hold
themselves steadily to the work, hour after

hour, of watching the polls,

may quench the fire of our own fervor, or their hopeful erithusiasm and jubilant faith may beget a still deeper distrust

of our own

sluggish hearts.

‘All these

things may have to do with the dullness of
vision ‘which more or less leaves the disciple to grope his way onward, and with the
affectional stupor or the strong worldly
tendencies that seem to take the very heart

i
and challeng- out of one’s religion,
But is not the lack of active, definite, resscaring the re-|

ing doubtfil baMots, and
peaters into quietude,—though to do it they

olute Christian service generally the potent
cause of this, inward state?
The pastor
who is actively engaged in leading inquirproperly regarded as belonging tothe deover
with
bratal
passions,
and
hear
oaths
erally call the attention of tlfeir friends to
ing souls to Christ, seldom finds his spirit
nomination. The managers were men well
and obscenity that might make profane libkfiown among us. Writers from the Iiber- the paper and to this special offer ? This ertines blush, and breathe an atmosphere sluggish, -or doubts over the great verities
al element in the larger Baptist body con- is the season for canvassing, and some that was loaded and thick with moral mi- of godliness ifitruding upon his mind. His
| tributed t¢ its columnssind helped to give thousands of new names should be added to asma, and keep their calmness and their own heart, warmed by his work, as well as
it value. But the minority report was cal- our list before the first of Jan’y,
color in the face of curses and threats that by the atmosphere in which he moves, bears
culated to do it and its managers injustice
would do credit to the brigands of Greece testimony to the power and blessing of the
by throwing suspicion upon them.
y
The pricked hearts about him,
and Italy. This they did do.. And it was gospel.
He thought the basis and aims of the
eo
the spirit which made them ready to do this that cry out for oneness with God and then
The work of the great Tuesday, especial- that
paper need not be mistaken. They were
won the grand victory in New York,— settle into the sacred peace which justificaly
in New York, is such as may well make a
consistent with the avowals and policy of
victory over which the virtue and honor tion ‘gives, so testify to the reality and
all good citizens glad and all real Christians
this Conference; that welcomes bodies with
of the whole country are yet singing jubi- might of divine grace that the whole circle
different names and some differences in the grateful. The rebuke administered to au- lant psalms, and in response to which Great of life seems filled with the light and life of
details of church polity. Bro. B. proceéd- dacity and power and pride and despera- Britain, and Germiny, and even Russia God. The Sabbath-school teacher, whose
tion, on the 7th of November, is one that
ed to speak at length of the liberal policy
from her home amid the snows, rise up to class hangs on his lips as though their
strengthens the hands And lift§ the hope
words alone could give hope, and whose
toward the different branches of the Baphands and cry, * Well done !”
of all the friends of good government. - We clapNewtheir
York has not fought.her way to this moist eyes proclaim the yearning after God,
tist family which we were called on to purhaye, welcomed few achievements more victory
merely for herself. < She has fought is not apt to find the instruction a drudgery,
sue, and which the Union was urging.
gratefully than this. It is not the triumph of the fight for all the cities
of the land, and the lesson a meaningless rhapsody, or prayHe thought the Committee should have
mere political partisanship; it is rather the for the friends
of popular government er for those eager pupils the stumble
taken the time and pains needful to ascervictory of the public conscience over a wherever they
ave found. They will be re- through a routine. They ‘who fo into the
tian the basis and aims of the Union if they
greedy or indifferent selfishness, and of the duked by the confession
were in doubt, ht
of bringing the
of her delinquences neglected neighborhood to hold a prayer
public purpose over .a knot of swindling
30-far-as'’they are delinquent; they will be meeting, and find a house full of eager men
question into ConferenCe.
He pow there
politicians who felt themselves too securely roused
to repeat her heroic struggle wher- and women hungry for a divine message,
were doubts,.and suspicions, and fears, and
hidden to be dragged into the light, and ever there
gften come home crying out,
is need of repeating
some opposition; but thought there was
Oh,
it; they | d
too well fortified to be in danger of an over- will find new
y leangess!” They who, in any sphere or
grounds for faith in" freedo
no just occasion for them ; all such underthrow. It is Christ’ who is chief victor whereyer
e the Yesponsibilities of the
confidence was Waning ; dey] way, rea
takings encounter these things; the Union
here rather than Cesar.
see fresh reasons for’ trusting in ' the/Tetri- Christian work in a community upon hand
did not meet more than many other similar
And Tammany is crushed! : This state- butive providence of
God, who exalt} jus- and heart, feeling that they and Christ's
projects have met. He was inclined to acment, made in the light of the last two: ter- tice and
sends the hugest and proudest cause are wedded, find neither the need nor
count for a good deal of it by attributing it
rible years of misrule in New York, seems wrongs tumbling into
contempt, wherever the disposition to discuss the:question,—
to the jealousy,—some of it may be bonest
well nigh incredible. It is one of those
‘Whether religion Le not more a thing of
and proper,—which the special friends. of things
this faith was beginning to waver,
which
appear
almost
too
good
to
be
the Star felt, lest its interests might be true. For
Tammany is defeated at the ballot-box ! superstition than of fact, and whether so
Tammany meant power as well
{ much prayer and fervor and earnestness for
interfered with.
He believed the Union
officials
as plunder, brain as well as determination. Itis a great result. The city
the- salvation of others are needfulor dewas doing a good and needful work, and It
that
are
chosen
give
promise
of a far better |
had become dictator in the metropolis.
sirable
things. The work brings warmth;
he was not satisfied to have it put under a Its power was felt
everywhere. It seemed rule, The legislature of the state is largely the doubts sink as the zeal rises;
cloud of distrust by the action of this Conthe active
can. The ruling magnates of yesto possess a sort of omnipresence. The very rep!
ference. He believed it would really serve
terday are the discrowned and pale-faced fidelity lifts the soul imto the upper air

signify that wish in connection

Gereral Baptists, Baptists, &c., but, with
the exception of ,Bro. Malcom,- all were

remittance.

Will not our

with their

subscribers gen-

must gaze upon faces that were scarred

all

Sunlight on the Cloud.

act to prevent the collection of the taxes of
1867—'69. The political dicorders of that
state seem chronic like the garrulity of
A. H. Stephens, but time snd a better regi-

men may

some day

body politie.
TROUBLE. WITH

show usa healthier
STUDENTS.

* Several students of Cornell
were arrested

at

University

Ithacs, N. Y., by the po-

lice for gate-lifting and general disturbance.
They were fined $10 each and released.
The faculty informed them that they had

been suspended for one year and must leave

town within five days. As the news spread
among the students a gencral rebellion was
threatened. Some packed their trunks, and
a general feeling of unpleasantiess prevailed, A petition was circulated among
the students asking the faculty to extend to
them the same
penalty. An indignation

meeting was callell.

A number of the citi-

zens-stated to the students that a petition in

their behalf had been signed by a number of

the business men and sent to the faculty,
asking that. they revoke their action, and
that President White had assured them their

request would be received favorably.

The

students passed resolutions thanking the cit-

izens for their action.

Who rules Cornell ?

AID TO THE SUFFERERS.
The generosity to the sufferers by the
western fires is still active and meets hearty
acknowledgments. The Governor of Wisconsin announces a sufficient supply of
clothing received and on the way to meet
the wants in that state,
Michigan is rejoicing in the relief which flows in upon

her.

The Ex. Com. of the Chicago - Relief

Aid Society has just published
of receipts,

&e., to Nov. 7.

000 have been
$600,000

in the

subseribed.
hands

a statement
About $8,500,-

This includes

of the New

York

chamber of commerce, and $200,000 in Bos-

ton not yet placed to the creditof the fund.

The society is now aiding about 60,000 persons.

The most pressing need

for which

‘the committee has to provide is shelter for”
the houseless thousands in the coming win-

ter. The committee is aiding the burntoutin erecting

houses on their former sites or
air was full of Tammany. It was supreme
where~its vision is clarified, and as it soars on leased grounds,in order that they may be
e denomination and the great cause of the alike'at the City Hall
criminals
of
to-day,
The
stolen
money
is
beand in the low dens
ery Christian man. It belongs to the ax- in generally, and for this reason he and
ginning to be disgorged. Men who were it breaks forth spontaneously into glad and able to stay during the winter, and next
triumphant singing.
joms, Thatit should be objected to may his associates had undertaken and were still of Water street. It made and unmade mag- just now defiant and clinging to their
summer be present for the work of rebuildi
os
places,
Let doubting and despondent disciples ing. Four thouShnd of these houses, shelwell excite surprise.
Nobody, it would trying to carry forward the work which its istrates. It dictated the sentences .of the throw down their official trusts as Judas
seem, would wish a larger liberty or be will-

ng, to stand upon a lower honor.

This, then, was the case of the

minority.

Understanding, as they did, that their report had

been

once

substantially

by the whole Committee,

”

establishment imposed.

With these explanations the subject was

dropped by Conference..
(3°)

RL

-In view of one phase

approved

and hearing no

tl
which

this subject

assumed, the Moderator of the Conference

~ good reasops for puttingit aside, they - con-

has forwarded the following

* thought, very strong reasons for having the
basis and aims of the Union defined fairly
and clearly, ~cheerful and glad to "express
sympathy with what it often, tiiges as a

matter of justice to himself, and as an indication of the real position which he occu-

tinued to standby it. Perceiving, as they

spetialty, as is donein the

first resolution,

~feeling that loyalty to. the denomination

might well be called for when denomina-

tional patronage was depended on to pre-

explanatory

note, which he asks to .have inserted as a
pies in respect to the subject matter of thé
report, His note is cheerfully inserted, and
with it the report of Conference

proceed-

ings ends:

Mr.

.

Epiror:—I

supposed s it would. im
be

universally understood, that

adding two
serve the life of the paper,—regarding an | ‘members to the Committee onin Publications,

emphatic commendation of the paper to de- ‘accordingto the voté of General Confer-

nominational

confidence

and patronage, _epce, I intended, accordingto all usage, to’

whils its ‘denominational position is held preserve ‘the equilibrium of the Committee
in sich serious doubt by so many |agit was originally made up.
:
intel
andligen
honest brethren,
t as at least |" Aq 1 failed
to do this, He who is wiser

:

courts.

It managed

the schools.’ It fash-

dashed the silver upon the pavement of the
temple, The demand for reform is so general, so loud and so stern that it must be responded to.
4
But the victoryis far from complete, This
must not be a mere spasm of indignation
tives. = It sneered at justice
Pnade a and a solitary blow of discipline. Entrenchmock of honor, ' It snapped its
agers at ed evils like these are not annihilated by a
the decalogue. It lied, and blasphemed, and single farious charge. Political corruption
stole, and bore false witness, and coveted, does not finally flee from a city like New
and then boldly defied both the human and York at a single howl of exécration. ‘‘Levithe divine authority which had said, “Thou athun is not so tamed.” The work must be
won must be enshalt not.” It seemed to flourish in dnd followed up. The positions
ioned the city ordinances. It went to Albany and framed iniquity into the statutes
of the state. It deited the great culprits
that were pledged to serve its purposes. * It
defamed and crushed the good men who
ddred to rebuke it or to question its Foi

through its wickedness,

It wore purple

its victories and its brazen assurance, began to loge faith in justice andin God, and

to grow faint with fear.

If seemed

the in-

carnation of satan in its character, and soit

'

speedily brought to harmoniotis and final Balbiylon where it was throned, with scarceaction upon the most exciting subject: of the ly less of pompous and captivating pride
session, with unexpected and unprecedent- than did Nebuchadnezzar over the apcient
ed unanitnity,—thereby leaving the Morn- Babylon in which he strutted and gloried.,

ess

ing Star in its

unquestioned

position, not | And scarcely less distinct was the avenger’s

only of loyalty to Christ, but of loyalty to
Freewill Baptist doctrines and usages, —
which position has been too uniformly commended by the défiomination and the pubs

pr

f.

burt

I have now no | lic, for the past forty years, to need reitercomplaint to make of the action laying that | ation ; and therehy leaving the Baptist Un-

voice over the ancient transgressor than

over the modern,~* The kingdom’ is departed from thee.” The old sinner of the

East was sent into exilg with the beasts to

of the report ogsthe table. I was tice jon’ entirely free to niore fully define ifs de| Gti
:

i
2

a

4
n

:
.

wl
3

3

|
i

#

oh
.

Thank God for the victory over the huge

ing soul as the chariots of fire broke upon
the vision of the prophet looking from the

walls of the besieged city.

* If any man

will do his will, he shall know of the doc-

trinel” . Duty

is the

bringer of faith, and

to the earnest worker God sends the divinest visions,

yf

CATALOGUES.

Catalogues have been re-

tering about 20,000,have already been built,

and others will be erected.

The

altogetherto be sheltered is 85,000,

number

The

cost of these temporary buildings, with some
necessary furniture, will be about $1,200,000, leaving $2,360,000 to meet demands
for wood, clothing, fuel and general expenses from the 18th of October until the completion of the work, which can not possibly
end with the present winter.

SALT LAKE.
Affairs at Salt Lake City

are compara-

tively quiet. The war of words is pretty fierce; faces are marked by frowns rather

ceived from Bates College and Maine Cen- than smiles ; recriminations and prophecies
tral Institute, which represent those insti- are plenty; expositions of the doctrine’of ~~

polygamy in Utah do not agree; the meaning'of Brigham Young's departure is the
subject of bitter dispute; new arrests for
alleged crimes of a serious sort are making ;=but through it. all Uncle Sam's

authority stands without defiance or practi-

cal question. Affairs look hopeful,
WHERE 18 THE BOY DUKE?
z
Prince Alexis, of Russia, who has been
looked foras a visitor for a fortnight, does

Ap FOR THF CHICAGO ‘CHURCH. ~The | not putin an appearance.

The grand fleet

suggestion in another column, respecting [can not be sighted, nor its whereabouts deand ‘defiant corruptions of New York! aid to our brethren in Chicago, is but one | termined
at the time of our writing, TamSurely, if she can be saved by the valor
of of several similar, suggestions that offer | many looked
:
for the distinguished visitor
| her own citizens, no other community need themselves. Why will it not be well for | before
election, and hoped his approach
| déspair or be saddled with officidl iniqui- our churches to. take up a collection
‘for | might divert attention from its own crimes ;
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tendance of delegates from tlie different church

either the sermons, or the pastoral work,

> his health, probably all three,
:
er.

i

At Lewiston, Me., Nov.

|
Thidw nos People’s Faults
| In their teeth, for there are few teeth that have. not:

OXFORD, MICH.,

made, at least in outline.

But if, in addition to his outdoor work,

,

Quarterly

trations and spiritual glow thus gained to

and

now the question is seriously
»d, whether there was any intention to have Alexis
visit this country at all, or if there were,

probably

’
i

been laboring withus, ut is to leave at that
time,
:
I
SHELDON, Cor,

those upon whom the Spirit is moving,
would give the pastora great advantage,
illus-|
he could transfer the fres facts and

champagne at the dinners that were to be

a

15, 1871.

SR

dance with this scion of nobility,

country

NOVEMBER

MORNING STAR,

y

THE MOR

.

1

Ea

meet

and the esse with which she

BY A. L. O, N. B.

The day was fast closing around me,
. As Isat in my chamber alone,

‘ With eyes from which tears were fast filling, .
And with lips scarce stifling a moan.
For my brain had grown weary with toiling,
And my heart was throbbing with pain,
While o’er it were passion-waves swellimtg,

«. And the battle of life seemed vain.

| kettle, with the requisite quantity of water;
to. witness the slow, uninterupted process ;—

Of all that T loved none were near;
» The bright star of hope e’en was hidden,

My life scemed lonely and drear.

the simmering
and bubbling,

pd

1 sat thus alone in the shadows

But a calm stole soft 0’6F my spirit,
And the wild waves surged no more.

No whisper,of words broke the stillness,
Axid I saw there no form save my own,

But near me a presenéé seemed hovering,
That left me no longer alone.

i

Soft eyes seemed smiling upon me

¢ These reminiscences run
of time long
than half a century,
¥\nd
itive times in Kentucky.

backward,
. elasped,”
those were
. Families

| the postern

The while they gazed into my own,
And I felt that to me now was given
A love that 1 never had known.

f
|

his humble petition at the’ throne of grace

but. the inner

Called home by Our Father above,

|

Now stood by my side in the gloaming.
Fulfilling her mission of love.

|

erate days.

The wealthiest Tadies of the

®

tumes I have seen models of graee and ease,

. The Little Mother.

| of matronly propriety and of stately dignity

——

unsurpassed in this day of fashion, fuss,
feathers and poise.
Aunty was a sincere and humble Chris-

Minding baby’s cradle,
Rocking as she sings,
Sits a little maiden,

tian woman, a member of the strictest or-

Full of busy things;

der of hard-shell Baptist faith; a Hebrew
among’ Hebrews, and without guile; yet,
zealous for the peculiar tenets of her church.
:| Once on atime I said to’ her: ‘Aunty, you
must go to our church this morning; some

Darning she a stocking
With most serious mien,

Searcely seven summers
Has little Patty seen.
Patty’s hair is golden,
Patty’s eyes are blue,

children are to be baptized.”

Her response

was: *‘Oh, honey, dat an’t baptism; dat
is nuffin’ but sprinklin’; baptism is whar
da goes down into de water likede blessed
Jesus.” Her husband was a drunken rep-

And I scarce can tell you
Half that she can do;

work deftly

sings awhile,

And like flash of sunshine
Is her merry smile.

robate, and often, in his paroxysnis of in-

ebriation, tréated her with great brutality,
all of which she bore with more than Christian meekness, When expostulated with
by her mistress for not apealling to the
family for protection on one of these oc-

Sitting by the cradle,

Mother’s task to share,

casions,
her response was:

TOR

“0 missus, Mon-

mus is a good husband, 'ceptin’ when he is
2gy

; and a little whuppin’ now and then

will make me a better ooman.”
mous forbearance !

Sitting by the cradle,
Full of dignity,

As

Marshaling on tiptoe

time

wore

on,

Magnani-

and the infirmities of

age increased, Aunty was Wmnable to dis-

Little sisters three;
|
Tries to look like mother, ‘|
‘With a brow of care,—
God grant darker shadow
Never may rest there.

charge the arduous duties of her station as
cook; when she and her husband, with a

little darkey to wait on them, were sent to

The Family Circle.

a grazing farm in the hills, twenty or more

miles from the homestead, to look

after

Aunt Daphne.—A Sketch.
The patient forbearance, the quiet fous.
status

senti-

ent, reasoning, human beings were so vitally involved, has been a subject of interesting reflection tg the thinking portion of
the community, and has served not alone to

vindicate

io

‘ Eternal providence
. And justify the ways of God‘to man;”

patient, long-suffering race.

"The earliest recollections of my childhood
are associated with the kind, genial,

cheer-

I see her now, “‘in

my mind’s eye,” as I saw her then, toddling
down the hill to meet me. Her fat, dumpy,
rotund figure, garrulous and clamorous in
her demonstrations of hospitality ; with head
white as wool, but with hair more crisp

present day; with

face radiant in smiles,

but bathed with tears; with arms bared almost to the shoulders—jubt
fom the washine tub,—with gown pinned up in front,

displayia ng
red

petticoat,

a tout ensemble

mot to be forgotten.

with

feet bare

and black protruding below, she presented

The
ful, benignant countenance of good eld ardor of her embrace,
the fervency of her
Aunt Daphne. She was born and raised to kiss, the earnest simplicity
of her language,
«Womanh

ood in Virginia, and emigrated to

I went to

—¢“ Laws

bless you, Mass’

licitude, because of her'many amiable
‘affectionate traits of character,

and

e Baptist church,

In his experience meet,

ing. he told the church how vile he had
been; how he had abused and outraged his

She was raised as a hose servant, and in meek, long-suffering
wife ; told of the earmy uncle's

family was cook for a very large
household ; and she ever cherished a high

estimate of the dignity of her position, and
maintained her sway in ber own realm with
regal omnipotence, Let her master enter
her d)main to give orders, and she was up
in arms at once to vindicate her prerogatives.a ‘‘ Now, massa, I knows my business and you knows nuffin’ bout it; but if
migsus wants to say anything let her come
and say it,"—and to her she was always re-

spectfal and obedient,

g

nest solicitude she had

ever manifested for

his welfare, and attributed his awakening

fane swearer

as he

had

been,

abandoned all these vices and

forth a most” exemplary

life.

pro-

he at once

lived ‘hence-

He

erected

his family altar, and morning and evening

the

incense of praise went

up ‘to the Most

~The family entertained much company, High. From this period
of
#t e
was
their house being “the general rendezvous touching to witness the gentlenhis lif
ess, the kindfor

ran in great

“0

ma'am,”

fed,

thing
poor,

without

there

isa camel

sing a hymn,

he

“ Fain to thee would I be brought,
Gently, Lord, forbid it not;

restraiut,

throbbing, unspoiled, unhackneye

believe to shame. Miss
is:
A new comer into the field of auth
orship,
but she
has taken no premature or presumpt
uons
a ,
She will meet

a hearty welcome and deserve it,.
Her second book is not faultless, but it shows
a

real advance, in more respects than one, upon
her

fairly

afd generously used. We know of
no other
single volume that gives so full, fair
and satis-

first, and ‘that

was no small success. Her :
magnetism of the brain and her
religion of the
heart are alike genuine things, and't
hey perpet-

factory an account of the Roman Cujol
igeys-

tem and church,

met this want in a way that will
serve the

gr

0sser

buyers of books generally.

intel-

ISTORY OF Louis

Hurony
ers.

for one,

was not

a purpose to learn.

ete. Broth

ed by his public life was one full of significance
and the story itself has all the animation and ,
pa-

thogof a romance.

Mr, Abbott has put some of

his best work into this volume, and the Publis
h-

ers have framed it into a fitting show-case by
sending it out in so tasteful a form as this.

clear of

mistiness and rhapsody ; familiar with the’
very

highest thoughts belonging to the
domain of art
criticism, he is always comprehensible
by the ordinary reader who sits down patien
tly and with

’

made special and approving

satisfactory writers upon art which
this century

keeps

deat

men-tion of his series of historical volumes
for the
young. This last addition is every way
excel
lent. The subject of it was a noted
his career was remarkable for its
and its
tragic sides, the period of French histor
y ‘covers

has brought forward. He blends philos
ophy and
facts, esthetics and copef0o sense, in
an admira.
ble way ard in ju
portio
; ing principles as mo mege empiric can do, he never
allows
himself to write abstrusely; full of
imaginaforever

Yoo

pp. 405, ;

the young, is one that does not cease
to be rec--

+ —

he

Nor

1871. 16mo.

ognized and valued, though the number
of competitors is legion. We have heretofore
spoken
of the chief qualities which distinguish
him as 8
historian, and

already bringing it to the notice of ge
people,

sentiment,

Pu

John 8, C. Abbott, author at the

The work performed bJ*Mr. Abbots in provid
ing a wholesome and entertaining litera
ture for

glad to have widely circulated
gud carefully
read.
It is sold by subscription, and agents
are

and

By

3 iustreiions

of the work in very creditable style,
Paper, type, ustrations and binding
are all attractive, and the book'is one which
we shall be

tion

elicited
from the press and the

no little commendation

*

THE

YOUNG

HOUSEKEEPER'S

:

FRIEN

Mrs. Cornelius, Revised and Enlarged.D, By
Bos-ton: Thompson
low & Brown. 1871.
12mo.

;

i

.

PP, S12

This newly translated vol

¢

Hine

ume of his works is marked by the same
admirable

x

see a boy willing

to taste

mentative method, the steady aim and
the cumu-

disobedientto his teacher,

and un-

book

of Daniel

has been

the subject

of study

mental Methods of Preaching; Reply to Dr.
Fiske on Rom. V. 13-21; Perkins’s Tuscan
Sculptors; Rditorial Correspondence; Notices
of
Recent Publications, ' Andover: W.F. Draper
.
La

PETERS’S MUSICAL

—

MONTHLY for November

brings the usual variety of music for both the
voice and

was especially
represented by Nebuchadnezzar, and which
Christ isto embody as the Sovereign over his

this monthly.

New York: J. L. Peters.

ble.

nents,

One is LADY JupITH; a Tale of two conti

by

esque

Justin

McCarthy,

and vigorous English,

whose pigtus-

large

power

of

m at timesa little dry and tough, but there is characterization and eminent manliness make
When you see boys pouting and grummental natriment in the book which will amply everything that comes from his pen attracti
bling when told to do anything, and al- repay
ve
all the effort needful to its thorough diges- and stimulating. Lady Judith fairly
embodies
ways displeased when they have any work tion,
bis genius for fictitious writing. The other is
:
to perform, it isasign that they will be
‘OVERLAND,by J. W. De’ Forest, and is worthy
good-for-nothing men.
of its place as w companior of McOarthy’s prod:
EAST AND WEST POEMS. By Bret Harte.

from head

But when you see boys that are kind and

obliging

to each

other,

obedient and

re-

ton: James R. Osgood

171,

Bold by E.

& Co. 1871. 16mo.

J. Lane & Co.

Bos-

PP.

Bret Harte is thoroughly. himself in this volspectful to their parents, attentive to their ume.
~ ‘Tlie poems seem to us not st all inferior in
studies and duties, it -is a sign that
they art, keenness, subtilty of perception and feeli ng,

“will become good and useful men.
» When you see a boy that loves his Bible,

verbal felicity and pathos, to ‘those which came
to us some months since, Some of his hurlcsques
are very fine in their way; his matter-of-fact

and is well acquainted with it, it isa sign
of great future blessing from Almighty God, 18tyle of dealing with weak sentimentalisms is
wonderfully

When yon see a boy that stays away from

theaters,

grog-shops, ball-rooms, and gam-

collapsing

effective; in pricking bubbles aud
balloons he has few superiors; he:

succeeds quite

as well as anybody

could do in

bling-houses, it is a sign that he will grow bringing out the poetry and the redeeming qualiup a man in principle, knowledge, ‘and ties of the rough life of the border; and when his

pocket, and all about the court-room
mak, goodness,

were full of fan and mischief, and so quick,

these live,

characters, that eschew starch and stilts, and d.
put
all make-

aims and polity,

" When you see boys rude to each other, full of suggestiveness ‘and richly
worth studyyou may know that they will become disa- ing. It will compel close atiention and some
hyd thinking on the part of the reader,
greeable men.
:
it may

to head, just asher fancy prompted. Her
favorite seat. in the evening was on the

adoption of a pair of young gray squirrels,
and these proved as amusing and as troublesome as any pets could well be, They

a most wholesome vivacity, Stupi
stilted people would be quite out of place d and
among

up a selfish man.
Messrs. Bheldon-& Co., New York, have put
| When you hear a boy using profane lan- church and the Lord of the human race,~this
guage, you may take it fora sign. that he argument is one which would not be generally, | into-good and péifhitient shape the two notices
anticip
from a pleader in the Suffolk courts. ble novels that have been running as serials in
will become a wicked and profligate man. Butit ated
isa calm, strong, well sustained effort, the Galaxy, and which have been sent to our ta--

She was a gentle,

ing everybody langh,and spoiling the effect
of the speech.
.
‘

Rompeys of
Ridgemont is a book effervesciThe
ng with
genuine’
life and

a pitchfork. | Mr. Taine is one of the most suggestive
and

with others, it is a sign that he will grow

belonged to the

court, he grew eloquent, and his gestures
woke the squirrel, which ran out of his

issues is such as indientes » purpose to

maintain their lofty level.

piano, and,
g quantity
kind to his friends and playmates, it isa more than Blackstone or Adam Smith. - And and the.quality of its considerinthe
contents, it is marvelously
the
argume
nt, intended to show that, instead of cheap
sign. that he will never be of much account.
at $3.00 per year, To buy the music fn the
democracy, a
When you see a boy looking out for him- government thorough imperialism is the type of usual form would require an outlay of several
which God maintains and provides times that
sum. It is a wise economy to take
self, and unwiling to share good things for in the spiritual realm,—which

Thank God that

leaping

Susie,

:

rents,

creature, and ran about the house
any

and

When you

The Squirrels.

without

tign of théir faith, principles,

and their expositions are in the main
very

strong drink, you may rightly suppose that lative force that especially belong to efforts in
the sphere of forensic debate. But itis a -topie
he will become a drunkard.
belonging, as would at first seem, much
‘more
When a boy is disrespectful to his pa- to the theologian than to the eivil
attorney. “The

homes of the poor and the destitute, the
degraded and the wicked, to take his little
ones to his own bosom.

pleasant

, pp. 8.
‘We have copied this long title-page
cheerfully
and with a pu
. Kis not only a well-prepared advertisement, but also a very
fair descrip
tion of the book. Its promise is well
kept in the
pages that follow. : The strong protes
tant con.
victions and sympathies of the author are
not at

When you see a boy anxiousto spend
money, and who spends every cent as soon PROPHETIC IMPERIALISM ; or, The Prophetic Entail of Imperial Power.
By Joseph
L. Lord,
as he gets it, you may know that he will be
of the Boston Bar.
New York: Hurd &
Houghton. 1871. 12mo. pp. 9%. Sold by
| 8 spendthrift.
E. J.
>
Lane,
When you see a boy hoarding up his
“One of the most remarkable things about
this
pennies, and unwilling
“to part with them | volume is the fact that it was written by a lawfor any good purpose, you may set it down yer busy with the practice of his profession.
It
has the calm tone, the judicial spirit, the
that he will be a miser.
argu-

unto me!” He is’ no respecter of persons,
young orold. He sends his angels to the

family was a flying one.

won a high reputation throughout

part of the country, and thé character of large
the.
successive

In the old form, the volume of domestic
recipes,
features as its predecessors. He has studied a &c., which Mrs. Cornelius had prepared as
This question is often asked by parents in
guide to inexperienced housekeeperswas
, found
regard to their soms, and’ bythe friends of Greek character and life-like a philosopher. He alike trustw
orthy and useful
This
. greatly enaims
to
show
how
the
climate and physical feat- larged and
many young men; and, although there is
carefully revised edition, bringing
ures of Greece acted in helping
to fashion the
no definite rule for ascertaining, we may national
into proper prominence the new phases
character, to give special direct
of euliion
to nary and domestic work, will
get some.idea of what a young man will be- the artistic spirit, snd bring out
be especially welthe peculiar come. It is plain, practic
al, helpful, adequate.
come by observing his actions and works. characteristics of architecture and sculpture and suflici
ently
tive. It is well printed,
Solomon said, many centuries ago, that’ which have made them famous as examples of Maisly Yndexen exhaus
and put up in execllont style.
artistic achievement.
His views are now snd
*‘even a childis known by his work, wheth- then
elaborated and widely applied, so that
er it be good or evil.” ‘Therefore; when broad genera
lization and specific criticism wsucyon see a boy slow to go to school, indiffer- ceed and mingle with each
THE BILIOTHECA SACRA keeps
up Hs reputaother all through
tion in the ‘only feasible way,~that
ent about learning, and glad of every op- these suggestive and admirable pages. The Pubis, by providin
g
such
vigorous and scholarly articles, chief
portunity to neglect his lessons, you may lishers promise us his volumes on English Literly
inthe line of theological or
take it for granted that he will be a block- ature during the season,~a work for which we comm
and defeiétise and
look with no ordinary interest.
head.

‘ Suffer little children to come

The first. squirrel which

escaped,

:

“ Gentle Jesus, meek and mild,

night he had gone home.

with

survived

‘What Will He Bécome?

And then in a sweet voice he sang:

he has said,

bunny

sorry

but

** That's my little hymn ; good-bye!”

innocent

away a basket of nuts which he chose to
consider his property, he was condemned
to imprisonment in his cage. Aiter a time

Look upon a little child,
Pity my infirmity, - Suffer me to come to thee,

By Rev,

THE PHILOSOPHY OF ART. Artin Greece
By
““ Ho!" said Patrick, * here's the little
H. Taine. Translated by John Durand. , New
Holt & Willams, 1871, 16mo. pp.
‘that eats my chickens,” and Killed | York:
188.
Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
:

cap allto pieces, because she tried to put

fire, bruised and beaten,

he said, ** Yes, I will hear you.”

«

te presentationbe made of the main
facts in its history and the main featur
es in its
well defined character. And Mr, Barnu
m has

to her mistress,

she,

than ever, when left alone; and atWNast,
when he lind gone so far as to tear a lady's

The boy looked at it for a moment, and
then said, *‘ But, please, sir, wouldn't you
like to hear my little hymn ?”
My friend thought it strange that, with-

iy

:

X

When you seo a boy

practicing

the vir

tues of morality and Christianity, you may
know that he will become an honor to him-

selfand family,

useful to his country, and

the glory of his Maker.

Although great changes sometimes take
place in the character, these signs, as & gen-

eral rule, hold good.—Pupil.

serious mood is on ‘hin, he sings with a power
and sweetness and effect that render his poems
especially grateful. Some of these brief and
simple effusions deserve ta live andbe remembered. We enjoy particularly his Sanitary Messuge, his. California’s Greeting to Seward, The
Two Ships, &c. Bret Harte has genius, and his

hold upon the popular heart is strong;

we

fulfilled.

®

trust

his literary mission may not be missed or left un‘

’

gr
—

»

uct, They may be had bound either in paperor
cloth.
.
‘

i;
J
—
AGE
THe PREY OF THE GODS, by Florence Marry-

att, is thé title of a higher class novel, well put

up in cloth by J. R. Osgood & Co.,

Boston, with.

148 octavo pages, and issued in paper covers by,
the Messrs. Harper of New York in an octavo of
117 pages.
The Almanacs and Annuals begin to put in
their appearance, and they generally-offer something for 1872 that is‘’even more attractive than

what has been héftofore sent out.

TE OLD

FARMER'S ALMANAC appears looking muchas it
has done for the last quarter of a century. 4~THE
CATHOLIC FAMILY ALMANAC (Catholic Publioation Society, New
ork) having 112 pages; is a

beautiful specime 6f bookmaking, and its mis-

celluneous matter, very, abundant and varied as.
it is, does not bring out the puerile and audacious
sides of Romanism so disagreeably as has sometimes been the case.~~THE NATIONAL TEMPERANCE ALMANAC (New York: National Temper
ance Society and Publication House) is an admirable little Annual of64 pages, 16mo.,and crowd-

Dr. Prime, of the NV. Y. Observer, has an REAL FOLKS, By Mrs. 41. T. Whitney, au- ed
with facts and suggestions meant to aid in the
thor of ** We Gris,» ete. ‘With Illustrat{ons.
excellent two column editorial onthe. nov- . Boston:
J. R. Digond & Co. 1872, 12mo, pp. good work of temperance, and almost sureto de
els now so common, and ealls both.pubit.—=NAST’S ILLUS { RATED ALMANAC (Harper
308, Sold by E. J. Lane & Co,

and nimble, and unexpected in all their
motions, that they caused endless laughter ; lishers and the public to acoount, the one
Mrs. Whitney’s books are books, always and
unqualifiedly. She has brain and heart, freshbut they could never be thoroughly tamed, ' for demanding, the other for furnishing
fi

andto the last would never permit stroking
the- itinerant ministry of the Methodist ness, the deference he ever
afterward dis- or caressing for more than a minute ata
played

guch demoralizing

ness and: fervor,

evil is teacher’s purpose the artist's skill and the true
. There is no stupidity in her,
the news-stands are and she has no aptness
for

literature.

The

great and growing;
platitudes. A vital
covered with vile papers, they. are sold in the and sympathetic nature, a power
of vivid
cars and tossed into ladies’ laps by the pa- ception coupled with a rare skill in portriyconing
ly allowed to roam about, hiding nuts un- per boy” as he plies his trade; impure what she conceives, master of a picturesque and

toward his wife. Duty and inclina- time. They had a cage with a wheel, but
«| tion alike called me frequently in after
were seldom confined in it, being general-

years to revisit this aged couple, and I ever

fright

said

The squirrel which

Said my friend: * I don’t know what to

The next pet of this kind wasa pretty
to her prayers, kindness and long forbear- gray squirrel, which
lived in
ance, ‘One touch of nature makes “the law office, and was as fond of a closet in the
being caresswhole world kin; and he here touched a. ‘ed and fondled as any kitten.
fountain of feeling which overflowed in
The success of this experiment Jed to the

tears:~ Drunkard, debauchee, reveler,

and

human nature. He wandered into a neighbor's barn, and ‘seeing an Irishman there,
of course ran upto him, expecting to be

do with you. Here is a shilling: I will see
what I can do for you.”
;

out food,

plete i

editor of the Comprehensive the
Bible.
Hartford, Conn: Connecticut ofPublishing Qo. 1871. octavo

allowed

camel.” Her mistress went up and found
poor bunny sitting on a bed-post. They
had no fear of anything, and one of them

the _Sunday-school,

Ben, I does lub
Kentucky in the first decade ofthe present you so much,”—too
k so fast hold: of my white cap of the children’s aunt, who sat
century. Pecuniary pressure caused her memory that the two
score years which knitting quietly in an arm-chair; and was
transference to an uncle of the writer before have
elasped have but sufficed to dee, | much more to be depended on than the
his birth, and she soon identified herself in: en and streng
then the impressions thep restless young people. She liked to sleep
“feelings and interest with her new master’s made.
in coat pockets, and was carried about in
“
4
family, of which the death of my father
‘They that wait on the Lord shall re- this way by her young master, wherever he
made me a guasi-member. Many times new their strength.”
Aunty waited patient- went. Sometimes, when he was making
"and oftin infancy did she dandle me on ‘her Iy, praying,
and in faith. And patience an evening call, the squirrel would suddenknees, and in the daysof my boyhood . she did
its perfect work. .She lived to see her ly wake up, and come out of her snug bed
' made me a petted favorite. Through life, husbanda truly
humble, penitent, believing much to the surprise of all present. Once,
and to the period of her death, she was reristian’ man, and a member with her of when her friend was- arguing a case in

garded by all the family‘ with tender so-|

were

in my room.”

and they told me, ‘Thou shalt not steal,’
and they told me of (God in heaven. I will
never steal, sir, if wy father kills me I”

as he lay there, he could

Loss AND GAIN,
the
History,” ete. Same Publishers, "he.
1873,
]
.
p . 238, $1.00.
4
Jd
_The juvenile books issued by these
publishers:
have

“A camel, Bridget?” Yes, Higent masses of the people in’an emine
dema'am; there is a great big thing on my gree. The book has solid merits not lessntthan
bed, with a brush fora tail; | think it's a popular qualities. The Publishers have done
their part

“ Who was it beat you like that?”
:
“ Don’ tell him ; my father did it.”
‘¢ What for?”
‘ Father got drunk and beat me because
I wouldn't steal I”
.
‘“ Did you ever steal ?”
* Yes, sir, I was a thief once.”
‘‘ Then why don’t you steal now ?”

The gentleman went again in the morning; knocked at the door—mno answer—
opened it, and went in, The shilling lay
on the floor. There lay the boy’ with a
smile on his face—but he wasdead! In the

to her humble domicil.

they

girl who lived in the room found him there,

swollen,

‘“ Because

GRORGE Cons

at

Ww, lying

The ever faithful watch-dogs gave warning

than the most fashionable coiffure of the

but also to recall to the memory of those
familiar with slavery in childhood, individual traits of faithfulness and docility in that

place, he

ROMNEY

in both its interior a
Inq phases,
exterior ually interpenetrate and help
each other, Ttis a
as this work by Mr, Barnum. At
this book to be read, every page of
to go out of time, when public
it, and the last
attention is so generally cally Jeaf will
doors snd play on the trees and on the roof ed to the
be turned with regret.
;
Romish system by recent and curren
"The second volume mentioned
of the heuse, and would come home
events ln Europe, and when such strenitous t
is a reprint of
and
one
of
the
books
of the London Religions Tract
night when Susie called them.
peculiar efforts are making to render
it palatable Bociety, nnd it is one of the
choieer things among
One day one of them wandered into the to_ Americans and give it a controling power
in their very choice issues. The
books are put up
window of a neighbor's attic. An Irish the polities of the country, it is well tht a fair in that modes
tly elegant style which has
and adequa

summer

he went in,

In the kingdom of thy grace
Give thy little child a place.”

me

at her liinds and bite them viciously,

from its

install them in their new home, and it was

-dred yards from the house, to welcome

when her pocket was empty, they would fly

sweet face,
.
;
“What are you doing here? he asked of
the boy.
J
‘Hush! hush! I am hiding.”
*‘ Hiding? What for?” And he showed
his white’ arms covered with bruises and

It was my duty to

outh, of an approaching visitor, and Aunty, brim*whilst full of patriarchal hospitality, met me a hun-

as

in,” and

became adapted to the

the

also my privilege to be the first of the white
family to visit them some months later.

BY B. F. 8.

together into her pocket, in search of nuts;

but if she had the misfortune to meet them

upon a heap of chips and Hak
a boy
about ten years of age, pale; but with a paid dear forhis courage and confidence in

abundance of all the necessaries of life, and

of its luxuries.

As
soon as they saw her, they would run both

Darkness.

‘Come

THE

OF RIDGEMONT,
y
. the Hills. ByS Julia
A.
n,‘fAdslory Eh!of
Lothrop: &
Co. Do
«
H.:
GQ.
T.
Co. 1871, gu,50; Ter Hei 6.7. Day&&

suddenly sideways, as if frightened alniost
to death. They had no gratitude, and no all concealed, nor
is their expression at all equivaffection for any one.
Susie was appoint- ocal; but he is something more and better than
ed their keeper,and they soon learned that it the intense and heated partisan: He has allowed Romanists to speak for themselves in definiwas her business to bring ¥hem food.

There was no light, bit as soon as his eye

stock and provide for their own subsistence.
They were comfortably - set “up with an

many

said,

But
wholesome, breezy, stimulat
ing
book, such as it is a pleasure to
commend and &
partial educatfon to read.
;
—
J
A
it is a good,

31." author of

retire to the back of two

an India rubber shoe for an hour at a time,
creeping slowly up to it, and then Jumping

a door which opened ifito af room at the top
of the house. He knocked. A feeble

voice

- Literary Review,

They always seemed

was pretending to be afraid of anyThey would play in this way With

—
—

eeSr

widely popular as some of its pred
ecessors.

to move. together, by one impulse. Sometimes they . would dart, .quick as lightning,
on the tea table, scatter the bredd in all di-

games
thing.

A friend of mine, seeking to relieve the
poor, came to a flight of stairs that led to

and sewing their own grown fabrics into
linsey-woolsey gowns for domestie use.
| “Motley was the wear.” And in these cos-

Through the clouds the stars shone again.

Light in

rage and bite him.

bread with both paws. One of their favorite

With more justice can I apply to her,

virtues

of this

chairs and nibble away busily, holding the

in dim
3

spiritual light burned on

many

a

fortunaté person again fora week, would ROMANISM
an Cath
run up his back the instant he appeared,
and not finding the nut, would fly into a

as himself, would

bright and unclouded ; and without fear or
doubt she waited patiently, hopefully, until
the summons came to, go up higher,
»

the mémory of thy

worst

—

AR

Nn ants a

treasure, . The

rections, and each seizinga slice as large

hy.

oblivion, my work is accomplished.

land felt it to be no disparagement to their
social positions to be found carding and

spinning, dyeing and weaving, and cutting

No longer sighed over my pain,—
The burden I
bore had grown lighter,

their interests, rights and

her way in

and if it serves but to rescue thy name and

*‘thro’
more
primknew

the waste and extravagance of these degen-

And I wept no morein the darkness,

ance of the slave population of the
during the recent terrible rebellion,

in the Lord.
years; the
orbs

hidden

was that they never forgot a nut‘which they
had hidden ; and if they did not see the un-

for divine support. The great burden of
all his petitions was that of the publican:
‘ Lord, be ‘merciful to me a sinner.” A
score of years have gone by since he was

nothing then of the straining after effect]

That she, in lifé’s earliest morning

‘While her playmates’ voices
Fill the sunny air;
By-and-by she’ll join the
Shout with might and Hing
Play till tyrant baby
‘Wants his nurse again.

the

than to any one else k have known, the sahave it stop only when the bubbling mass
cred “commendation of the apostle: * Let
had filled the kettle to the brim! I must.
him know that he wkich converteth a sinsay it would not sdit this fast age, nor any
ner
from the error of his way shall save a
one of yankee woman born. And then
soul from death, and shall hide a multitude
woe betide the luckless urchin who allowed
of. sins.”
Ve
3!
.
himselPto be taken in flagrante delicto with
Dear Aunty, I ‘desire to lay this brief
[ladle or spoon in hand, attempting to
tribute to thy. humble werth on thine unf break the crust that he might get atthe
marked and undmown grave, ‘which has
} Inscious contents below, before Aunty had
swallowed up all that was mortal of thee ;
of | granted permission.

I heard not the rustle of garments,
Nor the sound of a foot on the floor 3

As she

and. seething, the boiling
the puffing and blowing,

through twenty hours of time, ‘and then

.

With my heart growing heavy ang chill,
When something fell gently upon it,
Like the whisper of —** Peace, be still!”

But her hands

the

kernels poured at once into a forty gallon

To none could I turn for kind counsel,—

i

mollified

in

NO "EMBER BS IB

R,

chapter from the Bible, and then the old
man would reverently bow down and offer

future was grand to witness, Her simple
trustfulness was without parallel, Play on
[it ten times in a day, and all offenses were
condoned by a little well-timed flattery and called to sleep "with the dead
praise of her cookery. The mystery of Aunt Daphne survived him tén
corn-dodgers, and hoe-cakes, and ash- last five of which slie groped
pones, she understood to perfection. And eyer=during darkness,
:
in the preparation of hominy she ‘beat ‘em * A drop serene had quenched her
all.” To see a half bushel of the cracked
suffusion veiled,”

“=

~

was

* | by a singlé promise of amendment

Footsteps of Angels,

ST

a

share in turn-overs and crab-lanterns baked
expressly for me. How she blustered and
threatened me for all my petty larcenies;
i

ING

eee yn
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& Brothers, New York) is full of Nast's telling
caricatures that preach in so novel a way and

with such effective eloquence. the gospel of ridi-

cule. Prevalent follies and vices are often shamed into obscurity by these lampoons of the pen.

cil. Some

of his sharpest things are to be ‘found

between these ¢oyors,

2

met {rom them the same earnest, hearty
der all the loose papers, and making nests novels are stacked upon the countergiof our thoroughly idiomatic style, utterly disliking’ Ditson & Co., Boston and New, York, send ont
and cordial reception.
shams
‘quick to see and ready to welcome Sheet music as a Néw England January scattors
;
Fe perpetually in all the bags and baskets in bookstores,
and are kept by scores in the whatevebut
r is genuine and worthy in any sphere
My bed was always dressed with fresh the house, Every letter, paper, or piece of
snowflakes. Here are samples of their latest
circulating libraries. It is high time that of life, wich a high
ideal of the author
¢lean sheets and pillow slips,—drawn from cloth, lostby any one, was sure to be found
|
SoA,
Misi
¥
‘
the public conscience was arcused on this tions, more earnest to profit her readers s fune- b roduetg:*
than
a capaciovs and well filled chest,~and the in one of ‘these nests. Sometim
CHARIVARE QUADRILLE, Arranged for Piane,
es, if they subject, and the récerit lamentable experi- win their mere admiration, never Ruilty of lit-to
table, spread with clean linen, was bountiCh. Fredhe; Tar Kine aNp 1. Song. Mie
could think of no better hiding-place, they ence with Charies Reade's last literary erary sloveuliness, yet giving a colloquiul free- by
sie by Henriette; ACROSS THE BEA. Balad.
fully supplied with milk and butter
and would dart suddenly on some person, tuck crime should teach publishe
domto her most elaborate passages,~-she
has
By Virginia’ Gabrielle; Tie SoouT, A Trooprs of ** story paeggs and poultry, and in their season, with a nut down the back of his neck,an scratch
d
pers” not to begin to print a novel until come fo stand among the first writers of her er’s Ditty, Music by Campana ; SHADOWS AND
class. Real Folks is one of
fish and game, which ahounded.

Morning

Lodhi
ie
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furiously at his hair, trying to- pull it over

they know whetherit -is-fi
to read
t- or not. J
3)

o1

ductions, thoughit may

"Na

her

best

wot be as readily

pro-

or
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Hore. Premiere Nocturne, By C. DeJuanon,
As a whole, this music deserves popularity.
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He
often sepasted
repeated d durh
his dying bours,—
GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
F00en.
us Jesus.
at
death is a great 108s tobroths
thie church, and especial- |x Nov.
18 14, WINTER
will begin
1871. TERM of this Institution
: "she Dare andi
Hut
& A L ORES Ay TRY.
Da Srinetpal, tress
oa:Gt elo
tian.

anxious tew git

into the middle of a fite that dont

papi tmitreree eras ie

belong

LJ]

er a lost munuscript or to enlarge. their | to him, i am alwus anxiousto
hav him, for
. shines
bi glory
of Rubens's
Cosmo or Lorenzo;; | i kno he iz sure tew be the at whipt ood
man
at Antwerp,
As thegenius
world especially
goes to | well-stored
the Petrarchs’ni

:
:
,
Evening
with
Mrs. Hawthorne.
| pte
SC ORs splendor of Titius
art, || hammedan
te
and Boccaccios of the Mo- | in the party.
:
Dia
ALAS
Aba
LN I ih enga
he plo,
capital were rewarded with use- | Thare aint but phew men weak enuff to at his rostdo ra LEAT B. DREW died suddenly |
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:
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The

news

of Mrs.

1

so

go

verp to knew the glory

ful bounty, and were the friends of princes | admit their Nab

Hawthorne's. death | of Rubens, for it is not at Paris,in the

and emirs

hand

ncath the roof of that most gracious and | see the best of the mighty and prodigal

#

.

:

. can
spent be- | Louvre, nor even at Brussels, that one

remirided me of a happy evening

:

3

rooster in a barn

bi
Cunning,

Inherited Inebriation. Rubens
lovable woman, at a time when for: me to | of the princely painter of Antwerp.
ro
ia
visit Hawthorne's house was to make a was a man of the world; he lacked the
pilgrimage to a shrine. I will not dwell on concentration of the men who have been "Dr. Brown, a well-known English writer
e more private and personal interests of |smost exclusively devoted to art; whathe on insanity, says: =
the the ocoasion,
but I remember that ou ap- accomplished is the result of the super-* The drunkard not only enfeebles and
of his genius, which was sur3
the houge I thought of Keats's abundance
his own nervous s
.
m, but enpowerful in execution, weakens
fine
onof his visitto the house.of prisingly free and
mental disease upon his whole famiB
whenhe * felt as if he were going to and quite inexhaustible in invention, His tails
y.
Re
pictures seem to be not’ so much the prodThe author of an elaborate article in: the
uctof laborious effort-as' of gigantic play.
n
some such emotion,
felt very rich that evening, when Mrs, Haw- At Antwerp we ‘have two masterpieces— eighth volume of the British Psychological
a class of persons
thorme put into my hand several volumes one the famous ‘‘Descent fromthe Cross,” Journal, in desctribin drinks,
says:
of those diaries which carry us so near the the other is the gltar-piece, painted express- fond of intoxicating
“They are offspring of persons who have
heart of this great writer. AsI reverently ly for his tomb, representing, in fact, mem- indulg
in stimulants, or who have weakopened one, it seemed a sin lar Sortes bers of his family—himself as St. George
the cerebral organization by vicious
;
- thatmy eye should first fall up- m ‘armor; his two wives as Martha and ened
y
on this p
: “I am more an Abolition- Magdalene, and his daughter and father, habits.”
Mr. Darwin says:
’
ist-in feeling than in principle,” It was in the last as St. Jerome, while his niece and
*“It is remarkable that all the diseases
a description of some festival day in Maine, his grandfather are introduced * in characfrom drinking spirituous or fermentwhen
Hawthorne's keen eye had noted the ter,” and altogether make one of the most arising
ures that has ever. come from ed liquors ave liable to become hereditary,
neat looks ‘and courteous ‘demeanor of a gor
of the illustrious painter. This if the cause be continued, till the family beparty of colored people. It removed at
a
once the slight barrier by which the sus- chapel-tomb, so fnagnificent with the glory come extinct.”
Dr. Elam, a London physician, in a repicious conscience of a
rmer had seem- of painting and daz ing with the polished
u n Physical Degeneracy,
od to separate me from him. I had seen marble of the sculptor, is still in the posses- cent work
of the effects of alchohol as follows :
him but twice—remotely, as a boy looks at sionof the descendants of the Rubens fam- wri¢ All this, fearful as it is, would be of
chro
ano Bt it had always boen wh The altar-piece over his tomb is prob- trifling importance, did the punishment degenius,
fal
to me t
1e, alone among
the ably the richest production of his
long- scend only on the individaal concerned, and
prominent literary men of New England, the work upon which he had lato
palette seems to have beap terminate there. Unfortunately this is not
should be persistently arrayed on what est, and in it his
so, for there is no phase of humanity in
seemed to me the wrong side. From that the most splendid ; you would say not even which hereditary influence iso marked and
moment I convinced myself that his heart Titian’s canvas glows with a more sumptol
The “children -unwas really on our -side, and that only the ous and imperial harmony of magnificent characteristic as in this.

nmeWith

ch

er
she
as,
's *

Late.”

Hawthorne

ask-

*‘ It is not singing, itis eloquence,”

said afterwards the proud and loving moth-

er, from whose own thrillingan

pa-

elgguence seemed well

bed. Mrs.
roe had always
to dwell in an ideal world, through

inher-

seemed
her own

Poetic nature as well as through her husd's. 1 watched her as she sat on her low
ghaie by the fire, while the music ‘lasted;

her hair was white, her cheeks pallid, and

her eyes full of tender and tremulous light.

After her children had left us for the
night, we sat and talked together; or rather

I

questioned

and

she answered, telling

ameof her husband’s home life and also of
his intercourse
with strangers ; saying, what
touched but did not surprise me, that men

would some-

times write to him, or even come

dis- | ollections

of

.

K

over

a blanket

and P

are rich

his Jittare, “which

He realized gd

* Obrist

og

the

duz the dirty

ning love of

beg Jlante iz geod, but eggs sot under a

wife and five children to mourn their loss, but
their confidence is firm in him who has promis-.

feel that it'iz no disgrace.to be bit bi a dog.

ed to be ** a Father to the fatherless

stiddy hen ‘will produce more chickens than
they will tew plant them.
ye duz the best on a ‘dry and thirs

band to the widow.”

men

A judicious wife is always nipping off
from her husband’s moral nature little twigs
‘that are
growing in wrong directions.
She keeps him in shape by continual pruning. If you say anything silly, she will
affectionately tell you so. If you. declare

LL.M.

Iil.,

Miss. H, L. STEVENS,

thing, she

usioe.

Miss A.V,

years

he

a
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. $400
14,50
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Instrumental Music (20 lessons)
- 8,00
Use of Instrument, «7
200
An excellent opportunity
wilt be
given those desiring
& complete course of music, either upon the
Piagoforteor Orgin,
by a teacher of largee
ence
from Massachusétts,
qualified to teach Thorough
Bags. Secularor Sacred
Music.
Special attention given to those preparing for
College.
:
:
BOARD,
ivate families at
Good board may be obtained in
nished to those
$3,00 per week or pleasant rooms
wishing to board ¢ omselven,
N H. SHAPLEIGH. -.

was born. in Lyman, Me,, but early removed to
Limington, where, ax in hand and with a brave
heart, he met und conquered the forest and made
40

«*

-

Blestoney.
Sianguagos,
‘Penmanship.
essons)

C. A. HILTOX.

Some

eleven

HAYES, Teacher of Wax Work,
TUITIONS.

Higher English,

NATHANIEL BRACKETT died in Cornish, ‘Me.,
Oct. 20th, aged 91 years and 8 months.
Bro. B.

him a home.

will com-

if

. Primary Course,
Common English,

day before his death he said to his son,~* I have
never resized, untit now, that poor
human nature could be so renovated
by grace.” Thus
was verified to him in the hour of need, the
precious words which first led him to give himself to Jesus.
** Blessed are the dead who die in

the Lord.”

me

MRs. KE. J, COWELL, Teacher of French & Music,
was. T. A. STACY, Teacher of Penmanship and

B.

But

w

Preeeptress and

of Instrumental Music.

denomination, in all its interests. Giving freely
to sustain the church in his own town, he never
forgot those claims that were more distant. ‘In

triumphant.

institution

A N. MARSTON, A. ¥} Principal.

in Sabbath school, in“Waterloo, Canada.

life he was useful ; in ‘death

this

-

mence on (haaday Aususe 29, and continue
weeksjunder the ollow ng instructors :

LETTS, horn i / Somerset Co,

He has always been identified with the F. W.

re

WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.

The words that brought light and liberty to his
soul, were those spoken to Paul,~* My grace is
suflicient fer thee,” From this time to the .day
.of his death, he lived a consistent Christian life.

A Judicious Wife.

and

The fFall Term of Lebanon Academy

Oct. 4, 1871, He was brought to a saving knowledge of the truth while teaching
a class of young

rye.

, "18°18
Sort. College,

mence at the same date. Inst:uction
be
given
n music, instrumental and voeal.
Boarding and rooms for gelfwill be furnished at low rates. Moderate terms
ut.
Address,
Rev. 0. E.
ER.

fue

Penn,, 1793, died in Frankfort, Will. Co.,

ad

from a

a hus-

oY
:

JEREMIAH

old rye ; too much water will

that you will do some absurd

and

i

:

“by the commencement
of next
nt has been
ed

in connection with

as he had lived so he did, “in sure and certain
hope of a glorious resurrection.” He has left a

drown out old

ard

Heute. e300.

ed, it is ©
term. A Comm

and addition

and

sile, especially

Suitabye rocms for bani

commences
soon to-be

the messenger of death brought no terror to him;

y

essed jz he who kan pocket abuse,
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Music |

This Institution, 4 Wilton, Muscutize Coo lowi

He

eurs, . Although his call was sudden (after 27
ours severe sic yeas) he was found. prepared;

ful; be thankful, and yu are sure tew be
1

of season.”

deacon of the 1st ¥. W. Bupfist church for 10

RIDGEVILLE

to

COLLEGE.

FALL TERM begins August 22d and coutinues 12
weeks. Tuition, $6.00; Incidentals, $100; PenmanWhen about 17 years of age, he experienced
ship, $1.50 for twenty {essons; Instrumental Musig,
that great and bless®l change which alone fits with tse of instrument, $11.00; Board, $3.00 per
one to live and die. He and his early Christian week; Board in clubs, $2.00 or less ; Rooms for selboarding at reasonable rates.
hope kept sweet company, in his family and
this term to stu.
among his neighbors, through a long, industrious . N.B. Special instructions aaring
*
and happy life. Father Brackett was truly a dents preparing for teaching.
Wu. Reep, .
common sense man, for he was pious, temperate
Ridgeville, Ind.; July 8, 1871.
active, genial and honest, Having
thus honored
God in obeying the laws of mind and body, at
PIKE SEMINARY,
night-fall of man’s mortal day, he pillowed
‘his
Pike, Wyoming County,
N.Y: will open August
head on the bosom of his Saviour, and fell asleep

Cornish,

where

nearly

ever

since

to rest till he who is his life shall
then,a8 we

hope,

glory.”

to

‘‘ appear

.

Academies,
LYNDON

/

he

lived.

appear,

w

22,

an

him

P. CHESLEY.
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&c.

187. RC
ta olloge will bo.opeRed
In GOB

pectien with it, in which
be taught, by competent
practical teachers, those branches which ave
usual Jiang in such Colleges.
LT or particulars see Circulars.
M. E.SHEPARD, Pres.
of Board,

in

i

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

LITERARY INSTITUTION,
LYNDON CENTER VT.

The WINTER TERM begins Nov. 13,1871, and eontinues ten week.

A.B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal,
Miss T. A, R. Dow,
J.N.Rand, A. M,,

Faculty.

eM. Wig:

PP.

Brecepiress.

Miss Mary C. BRAUPORD,

Mise Dice Lo mby,

Ww. =. C. Rich, A.B,

J. C.BOPEINS, A.B., Principal.

I was

when

it,

pe

was beloved by a large
circle, looked up to
as a firm friend, and admired as a humble, devoted Christian whose zeal in the cause of Christ
was ever ardent, He faithfully filled the office as

only rezon whi it hit another iz becauze it
missed us.
,
ai
Arly genius iz like arly cabbage; it dont
apt tew hed well.
;
"Be humble, and yu aresure tew be thank.
“oly

MOREY, Assistant Au

courses
of Study for both sexes.

vening sctvice hell in good fimilies, inciuding wood

the same, ‘* in season and

4z an arrow shot into a krowd ; the

appy.

Miss MOKEY E.

Prov. k. C. SMIH, Teacherof

lov 2, aged

101
Centre, Fe, OCk 16.SR
by fuith on aur Lord Jesus | - Waterbury iain
Hoand lived
PH" | 3808.
carried the influence of his religion
Christ,
work wherever
he went; whatever
the 8
al
Wd “witiroy SEMINARY,
’
state of the church ; to which
/
Ry Badly e. was

P

at hest, onnly

© Obituaries,

who had committed great crimes, or whose

memories held tragic secrets,

rd

will find some means of preventing you
doing it. And by far the chief part of all
the common sense there is in this world belongs unquestionably to woman. The wiscolor. Rubens was a painter of rose-flesh; questionably do suffer from the sins of the est things a man commonly does are those
untold generations. And
and voluptuous, often gross, forms seem to parent, even
which his wife counsels himuto do. ‘A wife
have been as easily
painted by him as bub- thus the evil spreads from the individual to is a grand wielder of the moral
pruning
the
family,
from
family
to
community,
and
bles that are blown by children—both alike.
knife, If Johnson's wife had Hved, there
to
the
population
at
large.”
pearthued, iridescent, and floating in light.
would have been no hoarding up of orange
peaking of children, Rubens’s cherubs are
{-peel, no touching all thé. posts in walking
the li
and fattest bits of sportive aniHow to See Under Water.
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-simes affected that small household. One hed done to the mountainy but of. its bear but the skin,” said Goldsmith. ‘‘ Johnevening he came to her and said that he little habits
persisted in continually. It son was an odious and mean character,Bachad written something which he wished to was created
with ofé ruling instinct; but eording to Horace Walpole; . Mr. Thomas
read aloud ; it was worth very little, but as its destiny depended, nevertheless, for ef- Carlyle praises him as ** a mass of genuine
it was finished, he might as well read it. fective result on the direction of the small manhood.” . “Sir, I don’t think Gray a
He read aloud all that evening ; but as the and all but invisible tricklings of water, in first-rate
‘I have
poet,” quoth Johnson.
romance was left unfinished when they went which the first shower of rain found ity wa
been ed
Gray's works,and I think him
to bed, not a word was said- about it on down its sides. The feeblest, most inseusi- the only poet since Shakespeare entitled to’
either side. He always disliked, she said, ble oozings of the drops of dew among its the character of the sublime,” wrote Cowto have anything criticised until the whole dust, were in reality arbiters of its eternal
er, “The first of solemn coxcombs,” says
e read a second evening, form, commissioned, with a touch more {Varton of Goldsmith. ‘An inspired idiot,”
had been heard.
and the concentrated excitement had grown tender than that of a child's finger-—as says Horace Walpole ; while Bishop Percy
~*s0 great that she could scarcely bear it. At silent and slightas the fall of a half-checked speaks of his ‘‘elegant and enchantin
last it grew unendurable ; and in the midst tear on a maiden’s cheek—to fix forever the style.”
Curran tells us that * Edmun
of the scene, near the epd of the book, ‘forms of peak and precipice, and hew those ‘Burke’s mind was like an over decorated
where Arthur Dimmesdale meets Hester leagues of litted
ite into the shapes chapel filled with gauds, and shotvs, and
fell from her low stool upon the floor, press-
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is four feet deep, with fearful drifts.

ous.

So ought roofs laid upon ‘wood. especially

roofs of which tar or tarred paper is a component part.
And canvas
awnings, unless the
canvas has been subjected to some process ren-

dering it fire-proof, ought to be prohibited.

Cit-

ies that neglect these self-evident mechanical precautions always suffer the penalty for their folly
Sooner or later, in either repeated smaller conflagrations or one or two great ones. ;

:

In Tama county, Iowa, the hog cholera .prevails to an alarming extent. Almost every farm-

The gypsies have a * Parliament” which meets

er is more or less a loser by the epidemic,

once ‘in seven years, with delegates from all the
Gov. Palmer, of "Illinois, has taken measures
countries in Europe.
There are no real gypsies
for the investigation of what he declares to have
in this country ; but in Spain there are 40,000, in
been illegal employment of military force by the -

Mayor

of Chicago and Gen. Sheridan

England 18:000, in Austria 97,000, and in Molda-

during

via

the fire term.
<
The Chinese Companies of San Francisco have
made preparations to sue the City of I,os Angelos
for damages, for the murder and robbery of their
sour
pen by the reeent mob.
SeCreétary, Fish states that he has no intention
of resigning, at least not until after all matters
pertaining to the treaty of Washington are final-

ly arranged.
The

its

existence of

next parha-

When

glycerine

is allowed

slowly to trickle

into a mixture of equal measures of nitric acid
and oil of vitrol, at a low temperature, two at-

oms of its hydrogen

are replaced by two

atoms

of protoxide of nitrogen, and these result a
heavy oily liquid—Nitro-glycerine, a body which
has more than two times the explosive power of
gunpowder.
:

two years,

dollars a name.

Two girls suppoged to be Ada Brown of Buckof Hartford Maine,

Their

valuables.

tion list thus far having cost from four to five
Wood

200,000.

for the protection of their spoons and other light

usedup a capital of nearly $50,000, its subserip-

field, and Anna

Wallachia

ment'convenes soon at Constadt, Germany, and
the inhabitants’ are already taking precautions

:

Interiop in

and

ed into the deepest channel of the Falls at Lew-

gentleman

iston, Nov. 3, locked in each other’s arms.
The spread of the small-pox in New York is

fully raised plants and cured tea,which he claims
cun not be excelled in flavor by the imported ar-

increasing with alarming rapidity.
Forty thousand

sheep

ticle.

=

perished by

the recent

throughout

New

England.

In

Lewiston,

Maine, a foot of smow fell; in Brunswick, ten

warmer

weather of Saturday,

Union

The

dered

Lis

Austria and

premier, Count

resignation

upon

health, butit is intimated
the desire of the Emperor.

who

have settled there, and

question of the sailing flights of birds is-

distinguished naturalists

air,

sion by the wings, which is manifestly possessed

by so many birds.

Carbonic acid paper, which is now much used
for packing fresh meats, to preserve them against

spoiling, is made by melting five parts of stearine
at a gentle heat, and then stirring in thoroughly"

meas-

ares for the suppression of the International Society. It is expected that representatives will
Germany,

cli-

sometimes in a direction contrary to those on the
surface of the earth, ¢reates forces which carry a
bird in opposite directions as he passes from one
current to another, and that this accounts largely for the sailing power without apparent propul-

ea, has been signed by representatives of the
Dutch and English Governments.
A diplomatic conference will shortly be held

be present from
bly Russia.
The Austrian

the

existence of various currents in the upper

saved.
The explosion was caused by fire-damp.
It is-expected that Jules Ferry will be appointed French Ambassador to Berlin. Duke
Harcourt resumes the Ambassadorship at Rome.
The convention for the sale of the Dutch
settlements of Sumatra and on the coast of Guin-

upon

in South

College of Franee, who frankly admits our want
of sufficient knowledge to warrant the adoption
of any theory as yet, is disposed to think that the

were buried in the pit and not a single life was

to decide

made

nd California, and

who have investigated the subject regard as extremely difficult to solve. M. Marey, of the

Another explosion in a coal mine took place
near St. Etienne, France.
About fifty miners

in Saxony,

Successful experi-

also recently been

one which the most

FOREIGN.

Dresden,

the agricul-

two parts of carbonic acid; after which five
parts of melted paraffine are to be added. The

proba-

whole should be well stirred together until it

the

tail-boy”

takes ff the tails, the

ess of cutting up and packing is performed by
the following sets of hands: First, the ** selecter
on the runs ” selectsthe animal for the different
grades or brands of mess beef, and cuts them
down; the “truck men” run them on trucksto

that it was really at
!

Count Von Beust, late chancellor of the Austrian empire, has been appointed ambassador of
Austriaat London. Count Andrassy has aecepted the ministry of foreign affairs.

one

has

been

accustomed

or

hump,

the crippled

couth and

to make up a barrel of beef, and weigh them;
the “shank-trimmers,”
the *‘ ham weighers,”.

the “ packers,”

the

* salt carriers,” the ““’coop-

ers,” who
take
out and put in the barrel
heads, the * branders,” who put the packers’
names, ete., on the barrels, the ‘ briners” who
mix the brine, and fill the barrels, and the
“loaders,” ‘who load the beef into cars for ship-~
ment.
A full force will cut up on an average
about one animal every three-quarters of a minuté® A medium Texas steer will make about

two barrels of mess beef and fifty peunds of
tallow. The shank bones and horns are ship-

useful in the different arts and manufactures,

Acre.
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can be done here for 11-2 cents per pound.
In Texas cattle are valued principally for their

hides and tallow,and there are machines for strip-
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3. Instead of spading a small circle about the

whole surface broadcast.
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ing points in fruit culture in the following comprehensive remarks:
1. Instead of * trimming” up trees, according
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6. Remember it is "better to set out ten trees
tions
and Choirs. :
.
A godd'mowing-machine will cut-400 to 500 tons with all the necessary care to maké them live
The reported rupture in the Greek cabinet is this road was recently stopped by the . inability
PRICE, $1.50.
will supply s large herd during the and flourrsh than to set out.a hundred trees and
confirmed, and each member has laid his resig- of the locomotive to-draw it any farther. All of hay, which
Bent. post-paid,
on receipt of retail price.
the brakes were appliedas tight as possible, but, cold season trom the middle of November to the haye them all die from carelessness.
nation before the King,
¢
OLIVER DITSON & CO. Boston.
of March;in the spring they are sold for
6. Remember
that tobacco is a poison, and will
CHAS. H, DITSON & CO., New Yorks
The
k government has decided to recall without effect; the train began to slip, and. was | middle
77)
usually; ave
8 1-2 cents per poutid if kill insects rapidly if properly applied to them,
its minister at Washington and to discontinue its beyond the control of the engineer ‘and’ brake | beef
men, when the timely arrival of ‘a second train fed on corn; andl if stalifed they will bring from 4 and is ong of the best drugs for freeing trees raplegation in this epuntry. .
RITE
The Pope’s Envoy to Constantinople has re- with a new engine fortunately prevented a to 6 1-2 cents. ‘Usually grass feeding improves idly of small vermin; and is better used in this
turned to Rome, haying failed to secure any new shocking accident. The slipping train had ac- their ‘weight ten per ‘cent. in the course of the way than to make men repulsive and diseased.”
guarantees for the Catholic subjectsof ‘the Sul- quired but little velocity, otherwise it would winter, and if corn fed {wenty per cent,
To any: one .disposed to enter upon the eatile
.
tan.
have been impossible to hold it, even by means
business’ upon a large scale an immense range
Milking in Silence.
The statement that the French government of the other locomotive.
ire
. propose a plebiscite for the decision of the fu- | One of the most thrilling incidents connected of good grazing land can be bought for $2.50 per.}:
Has been revised and.much improved,
printed om
Ata Farmers Club in West Cornwall, Ct.,
- ture form of government of the country, is con- with the fire is related by Mr. E.J. Tinkham of acre. A herd of 1,000 head would need a
Plajes, made from new type
oughout.
range of 1,600 acres of land, at least, and four pa farmer said that no talking - should be allowed ficreotype
tradicted upon official authority.
Tog
It
has
a
large
number
of
selected
an
fhoice
nes
the Second Nationgl Bank,
Before the fire had,
of our best
* The Stoth of the aes beautiful Tuilleries Giar- reached the bank building, Monday morning, Je herders. Some ‘estimates place «1-2 ton qf hay while milking was going on, He said he dis- ina8 well ascafmany
b
0
dens are dying, and the whole place is in a de- succeeded in getting $600,000 in greenbacks out per head for feeding during the winter; but this charged ome of his servants who persistedin
to me too. low. Yetit must be remem- talking during milking time, and that in three
seems
plorable condition,
:
of the safe. This he placed in a trunk and hired
‘There is a project for another Alpine railway, a colored man to carry it to the Milwaukee de- bered that the hay is used principally during days the increase of milk was equal to the’ man’s
; por doz.
$3.8, - Postage
the St. Gotthard. Subsidies have been voted by pot, promising the man $1000 for the job. Fear- storms, and when pleasant the cattle: feed on weekly wages. We fear an increase to such an
ona doz.48 cts, ;
dried
grass
left
on
the
ground.
This
grass
is
a
extent mus. uave been due to other causes be- per doz,
: Germany, Italy and Switzerland.
ing to be recogmzed m contiection with the prePresident Thiers authorizes the annoupcement cious load, Mr. Tinkham: followed the man at cross between the Buffalo and Mesquit grass, sides the ome assigned. If the enlarged yield
Address,
L. WR. BURMINGANE,
VER, N.
that when the legislative
y meets in De- som distance ; but owing to the crowded con- and cures itself as it grows, remaining perfectly followed solely from the dismissal of the man,
y yet nutritious, all the winter through.
we suspect his presence affected the supply of
cember, the government will propose to end-the dition of the streets soon lost sight of him. Be- |
provisional regime in France and éstablish a de- ing overtaken by fire, he had several narrow es- :Herders are obtained at $20 per month and milk in some way apart from his loquisicity. We
finitive republic. When, the assemby opens the capes from being suffocated, and at last, being board.. The ‘ease of cattle-raising is drawing have frequently found a change of servants $0
question relative to its return to Paris and its driven to the lake, succeeded in working his way hither a large amount of capital from the East, prove beneficial, It may be that talking prevents %

permanent location there will be raised, A bills to a tug boat, and was taken around to.-bhe Milfor the reorganization of the French army will ‘waukee depot, where he found the colored man

Lard,
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Popular, skilfully

Mrs. L. C. Moulton,
Mrs, Helen C. Weeks,
Ruth Chesterfield,

apply tobacco with blue vitriol boiled in water.

ary and February, —the rest of the season being

Under

of the

Rev. Edward E, Hale,

Keep a number of good bells on the sheep.
If one is lame, examine the foot, clean ont between the hoofs, pare the hoof if unsound, and

than to car

3 y

and widely circulated papers
the country.
di

If any sheep is hurt, catch it at once and wash

latter. In Kansas cattle can be packed steadily,
for five months in the year; while further south,
in Texas, they can only use two months,~Janu-

of four years.

One

Nev-'

the wound with something healing. If a limb is
broken, bind it with splinters tightly, loosening
as the limb swells.

ry outsalt and barrels to prepare them on the
plains, the freight charges being so high on the

too warm. - Thus

:

Separate all weak, or’thin, or sick, from

this trade is
three or four

house

This

strong; in the fall, and give them special care,

estimated to average $5

to $10 per head. A curiosity’gof
thatit is cheaper to bring the cattle’

with litter.

weaning.
:
!
Never frighten sheep if possible to avoid it.
Sow rye for weak ones in cold weather if you

the route from Abilene

businessis very profitable,

being

foot

ed

P $ ny 8 M any

E—

dry under

If a ewe loses her lamb, milk her daily for a
few days, and mix a little alum with her salt.
Give the lambs a little mill feed in time of

igess, and is now putting up 85,000 head yearly.
Another house puts up 20,000, and three other

This

sheep

Begin graining with the greatest care, and

for the Southern and British markets. At Kansas City one firm has invested $75,000 in the bus-

proceeds

4
,

Fine Feed...30 00
| Middlings...32 00
HAY.
Eastern and Northern—
@32 00

)

the smallest quantity at first.

to Ellsworth. ‘Besides the fattening of cattle on
private farms, a large business is done in some

the net

C

Southern yell , ..
Western mx’d.

er let them stand or lie in mud or snow.
Drop or take out the lowest bars as the sheep
enter or leave a yard, thus saving broken lithbs.

tening of cattle. Corn has been raised in im.
.mense quantities and then converted into beef
and pork. Texas cattle have covered the plains
near Abilene, waiting for purchasers: and at the
time ‘of our visit there were estimated to be 400-

houses 25,000.

0
00
50
00

a
Rg
Illinois and Qhio,
*
choice extra, 8
508.
Mich. and Indiana,
choi

i
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PROVISIONS.

not exhibit a grosser

is even more necessary than roofing them.

in

enterprising

AND

70

So

or an msthetic leg ‘in our female population, except among washer-women and the like.
And
all this isa trifle compared with the mischief
done to the pelvis, spine, and chest, by the constrained attitude which the abnormal elevation
of the heel must of necessity induce.
Fashion
is at best a cruel tyrant, but the whole history of

Keep

Most of the farm industry: of the past two
years of this State has been directed to the fat

most

Fer

within Railroad limits, equal to a
PIRECT
BOUNTY
OF $400.
* Send for the new edition rx
of descriptive pamphlet,
A | with new maps, mailed free everywhere. Address
of
0. F. DAVIS,

‘The Care of Sheep. -

Cattle Raising in Kansas.

of the

to $10

hold a few ybars, there will not be a decent foot,

—

along

$2

and the pliant ‘bones bent into semicircles is a
sacrificerto fashion which would disgrace a nation of Hottentots.
Should the wicked custom

3

000 cattle grazing

from

SOLDIERS OF THE LATE WAR
ARE ENTITLED TO A
FREE HOMESTEAD OF 160 ACRES

for good times. Women whose pedals are solidified, may escape with corns, of which we hope

but are of not sufficicnt value to bear transpor-

a

a

y

able assault on the beauty and health of woman
than the invention of high-heeled boots.— Medii
.
cal and Surgical Jow

hair mattrasses, and the hide
other parts of the animal are

tation.

range

FISH.

violation of natural laws, and a more unpardon-

ped east and used for knife-handles, combs, ete
The tails make
leather.
Many

«

Cod—largeqt. 4

FLOUR

itself

they be detected, to criminal responsibility.
convention of corn doctors, in the interest

not devise

unsurpassed

, Homesteads for actual Settlers.

The dress, un-

deforming as it is, would not of

stock:raising,

any in the United States.

Prices

deserve notice; but the high heels, cripplingthe
feet, distorting the limbs,are an outrage on grace,
on anatomy, on humanity entitling authors,could
’

their trade, could

or

feet, and the mincing

monkeyward.

grain-growing and

BA

for

many years,
bear a close
resemblance to the
American belle of the present day.
The repul-

sive

ss:

NOW FOR BALE, for cash or long credit. * .
. Thess lands 440 in a mild an healthy climate, jd

‘the blocks; the “head sawyers” fake off = the “and pray they may have a
full and a tender crop.
quarters; the *‘hind quarter trimmers” take But that a whole generation of
little girls should
off the thick flesh from the hind quarters for have their toes jammed into the
points of their
dried beef. There are, besides, “the scale-se- boots, to do the work of heels,
and that their
leeters,” who select the different pieces that go legs should be thrown out of the natural
balance

stock cattle, and are either used for fattening or
for propagation. Texas beefis considered here
‘a8 fine as the best, and where the cattle are
used in Europe for wrapping various articles.
quartered on home farms and corn fed they are
Recent reports from Switzerland indieate that fully equal to the native, Many farmers havesuch steep grades as that on the Mount Rigi Rail- been making considerable money by buying in
as low as $3 to $10 per head, then feedroad, even with the greatest precaution,
are : not fall cattle
entirely safe. An ascending passenger train on ing them ‘during the winter on prairie-grass hay.

the ground of ill

dies, to which

Carpetings—
Lowell sup. 8-ply [
Extra Superfine. . a
Superfine

State of Nebraska,in the Great Platte Valley

our

females have fallen in Jove with Chinese cose
tumes and customs, in some respects, and accepted them as models.
The pictures of Chinese la-

of retrograding

mings and fat to steam- tanks, and the *¢ hidesalters ” salt and. pach the hides. All the operations are assisted in by roust-abouts. The proc-

cools, after which it is again melted and applied
with a brush to the paper, in quires, in the, same
way as in preparing the waxed paper so much:

Beust, has ten-

Lands on the lipe of the road,"in the,

It is worthy of note, that while a malignant hatred of Chinese, individually, is fomented un-

ton. ..... 3 00 @72
@.

a
French Yellow.. 4
@::
8. .. Varnighés.... } 50

3,000,000 Acres of Choice Farming and Grazing

»

gait of our women, if they do not fortify the
Darwinian theory of the origin of the species
from
monkeys, at least give
the appearance

“‘tongue-boy ”’ takes out the tongues, washes
them and hangs them up, the * horn-man” takes
off the horns, the * gut-man ” cleans the intestives of fat, the ‘ tank-man” removes the trim-

siiceess-

with the most encouraging results.

It js said that the Mexican Government has
offered to give the Mormons a tract of territory as large as Utah if they will settle on it.

in

first grown.

among the Chinese

”

i

has

mate of several sections of the United Statesis
well adapted to this plant. California -especially
seems to possess peculiar advantages in this respect, and tea-culture has already commenced

The

President has issued a proclamation susin

those

Carolina, Tenn

however, spoiled

pending the writ of habeas corpus
county, South Carolina.
~ndnbi

to

ments have

the sleighing
in most places.

The

C.,

He obtained the plants from

spect

inches; and .in Bangor, eight. In Great Falls,
New Hampshire, there were twelve inches; in

Plymouth, eleven; and if Concord eight.

Wilmington, N.

tural bureau of the Patent Office, previous to the
war, and their number has increased every year,
the latter plants being fully equal in every re-

sand storm in Los Angeles county, Cal.
The snow storm of Friday night was quite general

in

hind legs, when he

‘“ gutter,”
the
finisher,” and
the * washer
down.” Then fie is shoved back on the runs
and left to cool a day or two.
During these operations the
blood-scrapers ” scrape out the

blood,

4

der cover of hostility to their immigration,

The

passes through the hands of the‘ splitter,” the

Tea-growing is now carried on in the various
parts of the south with considerable success. A

leap-

him by the

back.

pa

gre

ought to be strictly prohibited in the business portions of cities, because they are specially danger-

Eleven persons were trampled to death by a
panic-stricken crowd in the African
Baptist
Church at Louisville, Ky.
Commissioner
Delano has recently decided
that a farmer selling his produce from his own
wagon, without any regular business stand, is
not liable to pay a tax as a’produce dealer.
The weather is very severe in some of the
niining districts. Tn Big Cottonwood, the snow

‘ hoister ” hoists

animal’s

——

©

Alarming accounts of the intentions of Apache | hideous are bedig gratified to their hearts’ conchiefs come from Arizona. Several outrages | tent.
:2
"have already been committed.
The Detroit Post argues that’ wooden cornices

from the

Ri

>
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eling “Show” of, and lovers of the abnormal and
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Bost Farming and Mineral Lands in America:

High-Heel Boots.
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Man and young woman 22 or 28) years old, are
idiots, and when found were entirely nude and
Ving like wild animals... The entire family have
™et the fate of civilization
by being made a trav-

takessthe

ACRES.

OF THE

el

@

TIE
SES8ze

Vice-President.

|
|
|
|

skins the

shanks and takes off the feet. The ** giders
skin’ the body,
then
the f“back down” man

12,000,000

-

stuck by the “sticker?”

Shirtoge

A LAND GRANT OF

AEE

gr
J A en Jouveition will be
held in December to prepare a platform, issue
an address to the people, and nominate candidates for the Forty-third Congress, President and

The chi dren, a young

benefit result.— Hearth and Home.

and pricked up by the * pricker up,” that is, set
up on his back,
The ‘*headman” skins, and

takes off the. head; the * footman®

purpose

and a double

i

of Biblical encyclopedia.

the

the

Let
feed,

Cy

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.

.

passes

into

therei8

og

elugti

hauled

extra

unless

2g885s

e

main building by steam,

is

fusténed

made

init.

Gceads

We i

he

purpose

puts an end to his | then
be to ,
give them

A chain is then
and

express

LINE CF THR
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Teese

réndered relieved
destitush
i the Chicago fire, 65,000
| IP&
Woods. The old man, now demented, vee
in that city, while 350,000
are
once something of a scholar, and is now a kind,

-were

head

the | some

THE

.

with a deluge of milk. Like other consumers, the | Pittston, Pa., recently. They consist of a father
and his two children, who for twenty years have
fire-fiend couldn’t tell it from water.
:
lived in the. wildness and solitgde of the WyoIt is ‘estimated
that, out of the 110,000 people
3
‘
:
;
y

his

along and

lead.

next
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‘

oR ts

A wild family liftve startled the inhabitants of

put out a fire in his barn

comes

cold

slaughter-pen;

Cheap Farms | Free Homes!

3

farmer

brought the whole family to the scene,

around

‘the

him up to | and
a daily visit is seldom

085

@.. 2

Bt

Dubuque

fell to the bottom amid streams of kerosene and
showers of broken glass, causing a racket Avhich

into

‘“shooter”

life with

* driver in” drives

B..... 27

195

s¥E

A

future husband.
A young lady at Lewiston, Me.,
who tried the experiment, made a misstep and

shute

the

40
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DOMESTICS.
Sheatinga and Shirtings—

£8288.

‘from the unfavorable season.
.
Returns of the Bureau of statistics show that
during the quarter ending’ September 380, 8214
passengers, of whom 4087 were females, arrived
at Boston and
Charlestown, principally (rom
European countries,
;

the

Here

«

et
™

ror before her, she will see in it the. fuce of her

yards.

Java'®

SQux

lady

silence is golden.— London Milk Journal.

with, and a few minutes

spent
‘ducexbim from a wild, ungovernable animal to | with the young
stock daily 18 not only an agree‘prime mess beef.” After being driven hun-| able occupation,
but highly profitable; for the
dreds of miles across the Indian country and | more
ly the owner’s attention is given
transported hundreds of other miles by rail, he | to bis caftle the
sodner. he will perceive anyarrives at -hig destination, the slaughter-house thing wrong,
and be able at once to remedy it,"

Ccoas

to an old legend, if a young

goes gown cellar backwards at 12 o'clock on the
al, but the growing cane has suffered sévérely -night of the last day of October holding a mir

them

Olive, ¥ ga)

sufficient

8 USLZE8E

According

very much below an average yield. Not only
was the surface under cultivation less than usu-

to re- | pan to feed

to have

©

«who Mias seen them of indefinite imprisonment.
The Louisiana sugar crop this year will fall

necessary

appears

_oe

furnishes a cheap and nutritious food for multitudes, while the furs have considerable value in
trade, \,
’

hands

farmer

reason indeed to say ‘that speech is silver, but

523

dis-

sets of

Connecticut
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and the different
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‘The

Be

have

covered, but for fear on the part of some one

given them in their pasture daily will push them
about the process the Texas steer passés through forward rapidly. It is
well to use
a small tin

3

0

00
hg

-

determined to stop imprisonment for debt or as
witnesses, and that he had no doubt the murder-

hold their tongues and keep their tempers,

MOLASSES,

Cuba, Clayed..
do. Swett...

: g¥sdsses

bits as an arficle of food, imitating European
countries where hundreds of miles of coastlands
are used as rabbit warrens, and their produce

growth; that

A small handful

cecceaces

Judge Barnard stated in Court that he was

Ld

hastened

41
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CANDLES.

be apparent in a diminished supply in the milk
pail, It would no doubt be good advice; on the
wholtoe,
tell those who milk that they should

show, in their im-

oil meal is good for them ‘also.

BostON WHOLESALE PRICES.
. For the week ending, Nov, 8, 1871.

BE

He acknowledges with thanks the general liber
ality of thé people.

proved appearance

soon

_

nervous’ system

$

batch to the old man’s intense disgust.
They have begun in’ Canada to cultivate rab-

‘that what used to require hoursto acéomplish
is how done in as many
minutes, Under the
‘present system of slaughtering, the following is

will

Her

IASBREER

noonyand came back next day and finished the

further contributions ef that kind are needed.

Calves

milk.

come objects,or rough treatment,or the effect will

aD opportunity to eat without being driven away
by others.

her

88888

got some shovels, dug twenty bushels that after-

The workof slaughtering and packing beeves
has become so systeniatized by division of labor

to yield

should not be excited by strange noises, unwel-

8222S:

were a mind to dig them, they”could have all
they wanted.” Not at all daunted, the ladies

saying

that the sufferers by the recent fires in ‘that State
are amply supplied with clothing, .and , that no

ers of Nathan and Rogers would

‘if they

8

States,

of potatoes, and

placidity, should” be avoided when she is called

upon

Zs .susEs

people of the United

a patch

enough for her to put her nose in easily, and
six inches deep. Put thespllowance of meul in
these boxes. They may be scattered about the
yard at guch a distance as will give ‘each animal

Everything

attention of the cow and ruffles

8
eee

The governor of Wisfbnsin has issued a circular to the

had

that distracts the

BEE

that he

them is to have a square box for each cow, large

Killing and Packing Beef.

a venerable copperhead who said their whole
story was an abolition lie, but finally remarked

There are 10,000,000 bushels of coal at Pittsburg waiting for the Ohio Riverto rise.

The Markets,

their approval of the loud sweet voice, by giving

their ‘milk only by being sung to.

3rengR Prensa

MISCELLANEOUS.

sufficiently large without wdsée.
When
cows
are not tied up at night a good plan fer feeding

PRETTY

Four ladies of Galesburg, Ill., who were out
‘is ‘| collecting for the Chicago relief fund, came upon
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